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Abstract
LARGE DEVIATION LOCAL LIMIT THEOREMS 
FOR RATIO STATISTICS 
Sanjeev V. Sabnis 
Old Dominion University, 1987 
Director: Dr. N. R. Chaganty
Let {T„, >  1} be an arbitrary sequence of non-lattice random  vari­
ables and n  >  1} be another sequence of positive non-lattice random
variables. Let the  two sequences be independent. Let <f>in and <f>2n be the 
moment genereating functions of {Tn,7i >  1} and {S n ,n  >  1} respectively. 
Let {an} be a  sequence of real numbers such th a t an —»• oo. Let
A n (z )  =  — log 4>in{z)
and
ll>2n{z) =  --- log <f>2n{z)-an
Under some m ild and easily verifiable conditions on <f>ln and (j>2n, which 
imply th a t (Tn — E (T n)) /a n —»• 0 in probability and (Sn — E (S n)) /a n —> 
c in probability for some c >  0, we obtain a  large deviation local limit 
theorem for the ratio  statistic  Rn = Tn/S n, th a t is, we obtain an asymptotic 
expression for the  density, f n{rn), of the ratio statistic R n = Tn/ S n at the 
point rn where {rn,n  >  1} is a bounded sequence of real numbers. This 
expression is given by
f  f r  )  _  ______________^ 2 n ( ~ r n 7n )__________________
[27T a n [7p'ln (Tn ) +  7-2 ^ j U - J V i T n ) ] ] 1/*
x exp(a„[V’i„(rn) +  ^ B(-r,,TB)])[l +  0 (l/a „ )]
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where rn is such th a t
# n ( T» ) -  r n 1 h f r rnTn) =  0 .
W hen Sn is degenerate a t n , our result reduces to  the result of Chaganty- 
Sethuraman (Ann. of Probab., (1985), vol. 13, 97-113). We obtain similar 
asymptotic expressions for the probability density functions (p.d.f.) or 
probability mass functions (p.m.f.) of ratio statistics arising from different 
combinations of non-lattice and lattice random variables Tn and S n.
We also present the  corresponding results for the ratio of sums of i.i.d. 
random  variables along w ith some interesting applications. In all of these 
applications, the p.d.f.’s (or p.m .f.’s) do not have closed form expressions. 
However, our results provide simple computable approximations involving 
moment generating functions for such p.d.f.’s (or p.m .f.’s). We verify our 
result for the F  statistic, whose exact density is available. Our approxima­
tion coincides with the  exact expression except for the normalizing constant. 
However, we show th a t our approximation is asymptotically equivalent to 
the exact density.
Let {Tn, n > 1} be an arb itrary  sequence of random vectors and 
{S'n >  0, n  >  1} be an arb itrary  sequence of random  variables. In Chap­
te r in, we obtain an asymptotic expression for the density of the vector 
I In = TnjS n. A result which obtains an asymptotic expression for the tail 
probability, P(Rn  >  r„), is known as a strong large deviation result. In 
C hapter IV, we obtain strong large deviation results for statistics which 
can be expressed as the ratio  of two independent sequences of non-lattice 
as well as lattice random variables.
ii
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C hapter 1 
Introduction  and Sum m ary
The origin of probability theory dates back to the middle of the 17th cen­
tury. Since then limit theorems have become the core of probability theory 
as they are quite useful in understanding the  random phenomena present in 
all our sciences. The history of the  limit theorems begins w ith the limit the­
orems of Bernoulli (1713). Then followed the limit theorems of de Moivre 
and Laplace. Later on, Poisson succeeded in obtaining generalizations of 
the theorems of Bernoulli, de Moivre and Laplace. In today’s context these 
theorems are referred to as the laws of large numbers, one of the fundamen­
tal propositions of the theory of probability. We state these results below 
in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 which are now known as Weak Law of Large Num­
bers (WLLN) and Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN) respectively. The 
WLLN refers to  convergence in probability whereas the SLLN refers to 
almost sure convergence of averages of random  variables.
1-1
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T h eo rem  1.1 (W L L N ). Let {X „,n  >  1} be pairwise independent and 
identically distributed random variables with finite mean E (X i) . Then we 
have
f 1 -  E(Xi) (1-1)
in probability.
T h eo rem  1.2 (S L L N ). Let { X n,n  >  1} be a sequence of i.i.d. 
variables with fin ite  mean .E'(Xi). Then we have
V  -  £ (X i)n
almost surely.
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are due to Khintchine and Kolmogorov respec­
tively.
Chebyshev, a  Russian M athem atician, made major contributions to  the 
theory of probability by introducing new techniques to  prove the theorems 
concerning sums of arbitrarily  distributed independent random  variables. 
For example, under the assumption of existence of moments of all orders 
(by utilizing the methods of m om ents), Chebyshev gave different versions of 
the proof of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) (see Theorem 1.3 below for 
a version of the CLT) for sums of independent but arbitrarily distributed 
random variables. The CLT deals w ith convergence in distribution of nor­
malized sums of random variables. Then around 1900, Lyapunov proved 
CLT with substantially weaker restrictions than those required by Cheby­
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tions, developed by himself, ra ther than  the method of moments used by 
Chebyshev. We give the simplest form of the CLT in Theorem 1.3.
T h eo rem  1.3 (C L T ). Let { X n,n  >  1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random  
variables with E [ X j) =  n  and var(X i)  =  a 2, and distribution function F . 
Let Fn denote the distribution function of the normalized sum, that is, the 
distribution function o f (Sn — n/j.) / y/no, where Sn = X i H-------F X n. Then
Fn(x) -> «(*) (1.3)
uniformly in  x  where $ (z ) denotes the distribution function of the standard 
normal random variable.
While the CLT gives th e  limit of a  sequence of distribution functions 
Fn, it is quite inadequate in practice. In many applications we are inter­
ested not only in the convergence of Fn(x) but also in the error of ap­
proximating Fn(x) by <&(z). This question was addressed by several au­
thors including Cramer (1938), B erry(1941), Esseen(1943, 1945) and Cher- 
noff (1952). Berry and Essen established an upperbound for the  error 
en{x) =  j-Fn(x) — <£(z)j, which is uniform in x. While the upperbound for 
the error en(x) is quite sharp for m oderate values of x, however, for large 
values of x, both  Fn(x) and $ (s )  are close to 1 and the upperbound over­
estimates the error en(x). Chemoff(1952) initiated the study of the  ta il of 
Fn[x). He showed th a t if has a  finite moment generating function in a 
neighbourhood of zero, then  the probability th a t Sn/ n  deviates from E (X i)  
by a  small amount e >  0 tends to  zero exponentially fast as n  —> oo. The
1-3
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event E n =  {j Sn/n  — £ '(X i)j >  e} is known as a large deviation event since 
it represents the deviation of S n/ n  away from the mean. The probability 
of occurrence of E n is known as a  large deviation probability. Therefore, 
Chemoff’s theorem is known as a  large deviation limit theorem. In re­
cent years, limit theorems for large deviations have become a  vital p a rt of 
the theory of probability. The theory of large deviations forms a natural 
complement to  the law of large numbers stated in Theorems 1.1 and  1.2.
Among the different kinds of limit theorems, the local limit theorems 
are also of great im portance. These theorems deal with the convergence of 
a sequence of density functions to  another density function as well as w ith 
asymptotic expansions for a  sequence of density functions. One should 
note th a t the hypothesis of the  CLT does not guarantee the convergence 
of the corresponding density functions to the standard normal density. In 
fact, such a convergence takes place almost everywhere only when Fn is 
nonsingular for some n.
Let {X n,n  > 1} be a  sequence of independent and identically dis­
tributed random variables. Let Sn = X i  +  • • • +  X n be the n tk partial 
sum. Let f n denote the density function of Sn/s /n .  Richter proved an im­
portant local limit theorem  for large deviations for sums of i.i.d. random  
variables, th a t is, an asym ptotic expansion for f n(xn) when x n is allowed 
to increase with n. Chaganty and Sethuraman (1985) generalized R ichter’s 
theorem to an arbitrary sequence of random variables thereby increasing 
the applicability of R ichter’s theorem  to new classes of statistics. We sta te  
the result of Chaganty and Sethuraman in Theorem 2.2.3 of C hapter II.
1-4
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The goal of this dissertation is to  generalize Theorem 2.2.3 to  the ratio  
statistic Rn = Tn/S n, where {<SR, n  >  1} is an arbitrary sequence of positive 
random variables independent of {Tn, n  >  1}. In the special case where 
Tn and Sn are partial sums of independent random variables our result 
simplifies to  the heuristic conclusion of Daniels (1954).
The problem of obtaining the limit for log P(Tn > x n), where x n —*■ oo 
at a suitable ra te  as n  —>• oo, has been studied by several authors in­
cluding Cramer (1938), Chernoff (1952), and Ellis (1984). Chaganty and 
Sethuraman chose to  call these results of Cramer, Chernoff and Ellis as 
weak large deviation results since they give an asymptotic expansion for 
lo g P (rn >  x n) ra ther than  an approximation for P(Tn > xn). An approx­
imation for P (T n > x n) is known as a  strong large deviation result. One 
of the earliest strong large deviation results when Tn is the sum of i.i.d. 
random variables was obtained by Bahadur and Ranga Rao (1960). Re­
cently, Chaganty and Sethuram an (1986) extended the result of Bahadur 
and Ranga Rao to  an arbitrary  sequence of random variables {Tn, n  > 1}. 
In this dissertation we present analogous results for statistics which can be 
expressed as the ratio of two independent sequences of non-lattice as well 
as the ratio of two independent sequences of lattice random variables.
This dissertation has been organised as follows:
Chapter II consists of five sections. In Section 2.1 we present the back­
ground material. In Section 2.2 we state  Chaganty-Sethuraman’s results for 
an arbitrary sequence of non-lattice random variables. We also s ta te  and 
outline the proof of Chaganty-Sethuram an’s theorem with Condition (iii')
1-5
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in Theorem 2.2.3 replaced by another simple and easily verifiable Condition 
(iii"). As an application we obtain a large deviation local limit theorem for 
the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic under the null hypothesis. Section 2.3 
contains the main results of this dissertation. Let {Tn, n > 1} be an arbi­
trary  sequence of non-lattice random variables and {Sn, n > 1} be another 
arbitrary sequence of positive non-lattice random  variables. Under some 
mild conditions on <£ln and <£2n, the moment generating functions of Tn and 
Sn respectively, we obtain in Theorem 2.3.1 an asymptotic expression for 
the density of the ratio statistic R n = Tn/S n. We also obtain an asymptotic 
expression in Theorem 2.3.12 for the density of the ratio statistic in the case 
where Tn is non-lattice and Sn is lattice. In Section 2.4 we obtain similar 
results in Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 when Tn and Sn both are lattice random 
variables and when Tn is lattice and Sn is non-lattice respectively. In the 
case where Tn and S n are sums of i.i.d. random  variables, the conditions 
of the Theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.12 , 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 are very much simplified. 
We present the corresponding results for the ratios of sums of i.i.d. ran­
dom variables in Theorems 2.3.13, 2.3.14, 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 respectively. In 
Section 2.5 we provide three examples illustrating different occurrences of 
non-lattice and lattice Tn and Sn. For simplicity, in these examples we 
let Tn and Sn to be sums of i.i.d. random variables. We also study our 
approximation for the F statistic, whose exact density is available. Our ap­
proximation coincides with the exact expression except for the normalizing 
constant. However, our approximation is asymptotically equivalent to the 
exact density.
1-6
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Chapter III contains large deviation local limit theorems for an arbitrary 
sequence of random  vectors. Let {T„, n  >  1} be an arbitrary sequence 
of random vectors and {Sn,n  > 1} be an arb itrary  sequence of positive 
random variables. An asymptotic expression for the density of the ratio 
statistic, Rn =  Tn/ S n is given.
In Chapter IV, we present strong large deviation results for statistics 
which can be expressed as the ratio of two independent sequences of non­
lattice as well as the ratio of independent sequences of lattice random 
variables.
1-7
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C hapter 2 
Large D ev ia tion  Local L im it 
T heorem s
2.1 In troduction
The very basic probability limit theorems are the weak law of large numbers 
(WLLN), the strong law of large numbers (SLLN) and the Central limit 
theorem  (CLT). The WLLN refers to convergence in probability where as 
the SLLN refers to  almost sure convergence of the averages of random 
variables. The CLT deals w ith convergence in distribution of normalized 
sums of random  variables. If { X n, n  > 1} is a sequence of i.i.d. random  
variables w ith E {X \)  =  fz, V a r (X i) =  a 2 and distribution function F  
and further if Fn denotes the distribution function of the normalized sum 
(Sn — niz)/ y/no  then  the CLT asserts tha t,
Fn{x) -  $(*)
2-8
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uniformly in 2 , where $ ( 2 ) denotes the distribution function of the stan­
dard normal random  variable.
The CLT raises a  number of questions. For instance,
1) Do the partial sums of random  variables always converge in distribution 
to  the normal distribution ?
2) How much error is committed in the approximation of Fn(x) by $ ( 2 ) ?
3) Does the hypothesis of the  CLT imply convergence of the corresponding 
density functions to  the  normal density ?
The answer to  the  first question is negative. It leads to  the theory of 
infinite divisibility. As regards to  the second question different authors have 
obtained asymptotic expansions, as well as bounds for the error 
en(x) = | Fn(x)—$ (x )  | for fixed x. Theorem 2.1.1 below gives an asymptotic 
expansion for en(x ) and Theorem 2.1.2 gives a bound on the error term 
en(x). Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are due to Esseen(1945), Berry (1941) and 
Esseen (1943) respectively.
T h eo rem  2 .1 .1  (E sseen ). I f  F  is non-lattice and has a fin ite third mo­
ment
liz = f  xs dF(x),
J — OO
then
en(*) =  6^ / 2^  exp(—2 2/ 2) +  o ( l/n )  (2.1)
uniformly in 2 .
2-9
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T heorem  2.1 .2  (B erry and E sseen ). Let E ( X x) =  0 and let p =  E \ X x\s
be finite. Then for all x  and n
(2-2)
The constant 33/4 was first replaced by 0.91 in Zolotarev (1967) and 
subsequently by 0.7975 in Van Beeck (1972). For fixed n  and for large values 
of x, the quantities Fn(x) and $ ( 2 ) bo th  become close to 1 and the bound 
given in Theorem 2.1.2 becomes impracticable. The problem of studying 
the error of approximation was approached differently by Cramer(l938). 
He obtained an estimate of the ratio  of th e  tail probabilities,
ft ~  -^n(grc)] ^
[1 -  * (* n )]  ^ J
for x n — 0 (y /n ) ,  assuming th a t the moment generating function of X x
exists. Petrov (1954) extended this result to  the case of non identically
distributed random  variables.
A counter example given in the book of Gnedenko and Kolmogorov 
(1954), page 223 answers the th ird  question in the negative. A close exam­
ination of the  example reveals th a t the convergence fails to take place only 
in a neighborhood of the origin. However, a result due to  Ranga Rao and 
Varadarajan (1960) guarantees convergence almost everywhere. We state  
this result in Theorem 2.1.3 below.
T h e o re m  2.1.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for /„(x) to converge 
to <j>(x) almost everywhere is that Fn is nonsingular for some n.
2-10
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Theorem 2.1.3 is known as a local limit theorem for densities.
The problem  of obtaining an estimate of the ratio in (2.3) of the  tail 
probabilities can be characterized as the problem of large deviation. If 
{Tn, n  > 1} is a  sequence of random variables, an approximation to  P (Tn > x n) 
where x n —► oo, is known as a  Strong large deviation result whereas an ap­
proxim ation to  kn(xn) , the probability density function of Tn a t x n, is known 
in the literature as the large deviation local limit theorem . The result of 
the  la tte r kind was first obtained by Richter (1957) for the  sums of i.i.d. 
random  variables. This result was stated in R ichter’s paper in terms of 
Cram er series. Recently, Chaganty-Sethuraman showed th a t the same re­
sult can be rew ritten in terms of the so called large deviation rate. Large 
deviation local limit theorems for sums of independent, non-identically dis­
tribu ted  lattice and non-lattice random variables were also obtained by 
Moskvin (1972) and by MacDonald (1979). Chaganty-Sethuram an (1985) 
extended R ichter’s result for an arbitrary sequence of random  variables, for 
bo th  non-lattice and lattice cases. They have dem onstrated the  applicabil­
ity of the large deviation local limit theorems for statistics th a t occur in 
nonparam etric inference and also in establishing limit theorem s for some 
probabilistic models occuring in statistical mechanics (see Chaganty and 
Sethuram an (1987)).
In this chapter we first state the local limit Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 
due to  R ichter (1957) and Chaganty-Sethuraman (1985), respectively. As 
noted by Chaganty-Sethuram an (1985) Condition (iii') of Theorem 2.2.3 
was difficult to  verify in examples. In Theorem 2.2.8 we establish Theorem
2-11
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2.2.3, replacing Condition (iii') by another easily verifiable Condition (in")- 
The main goal of this chapter is to present similar large deviation local 
limit theorems for statistics which can be expressed as the ratio  of two 
independent random  variables. These results are obtained in Sections 2.3 
and 2.4. We trea t the case of the  ratio  of two non-lattice arbitrary random 
variables in Theorem 2.3.1. Theorems 2.3.12, 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 cover the cases 
when one of the random  variables is non-lattice and the other one is lattice. 
The conditions of our theorems are much simplified in the case of ratios of 
sums of i.i.d. random  variables. We state  these results in Theorems 2.3.13, 
2.3.14, 2.4.3 and 2.4.4. In Section 2.5 we provide a number of applications 
of our theorems.
2.2 Local lim it th eorem s for arbitrary se­
quence o f random  variables
Richter (1957) proved a  large deviation local limit theorem involving the 
Cramer series for the sequence { X n,n  >  1} of i.i.d. random  variables. 
Chaganty-Sethuraman (1985) resta ted  Richter’s result in terms of the large 
deviation rate and extended the result to  an arbitrary sequence of random 
variables not necessarily sums of i.i.d. random  variables. We present below 
statem ents of these theorems.
T h e o re m  2 .2 .1  (R ic h te r) . Let { X n,n  >  1} be a sequence o f i.i.d. ran­
dom variables having common distribution function F with E [X f)  =  0 and
2-12
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V ar{X i) = a 2. Let Sn =  X i  +  X 2 +  ••■ +  X n. Let f n be the p.d.f. o f 
Sn/y /n . Assume the following conditions:
(1) There exists a positive number A  such that
/ oo exp (sz) dF (x ) <  oo
•00
for all s with |s| < A .
(2) There exists an na such that the distribution function o f Sn =  X i  +
X 2 H r  X n is absolutely continuous with a bounded derivative for n > n 0.
Then, i f  x  >  1 and x  =  0 (y /n ), we have, as n —y oo
f n{x) = ^ ( * ) e x p ( 4 ) M - ^ ) [ l  +  0 ( - ^ ) ]  (2-4)y/n s /n  y/n
where A (i) is a power series converging for all sufficiently small values o f 
|i| and <p{x ) is the density o f the standard normal random variable.
The next Theorem. 2.2.2 is essentially a reformulation of Theorem 2.2.1 
in term s of the large deviation rate function 7  defined below in Theorem 
2.2.2. One should also note the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1 are weaker 
than  those of Theorem  2.2.2. Here and throughout this dissertation log z  
denotes the principal logarithm of the complex number z .
T h e o re m  2.2.2. Let { X n,n  > 1} be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables 
with common distribution function F  and analytic characteristic function  
<f>{z), z  €  C, where C is the set o f all complex numbers. Let il>(z) =  log (f>{z).
2-13
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Let I  denote the interval {—a ,a ), for fixed positive number a. Let m  be a 
real number and be such that 0 <  a x <  a. Let r be such that =  m  
and denote ^>"(r) =  a 2 >  0. Let m n —*■ m . Assume the following condi­
tions:
(i) There exists (3 >  0 such that |^ (s ) | <  (3, for all s £  I .
(ii) There exists rn £  (—al9 a-f) such that rn) =  m n for n  > 1.
(iii) There exists A  < co such that
sup  /
s G l  J —oo
<j>(s +  it)
dt < A. (2.5)
<f>{s)
Define 7 (2 ) =  supseJ[£s —^(s)]. Let vn denote the probability density func­
tion of Sn/n ,  where Sn = X 1 + X 2 -\ b X n. Then,
fn
vn{mn) -  e x p ( -n 7 (m „))[l +  0 ( l/n )]. (2 .6 )
V  2 x 0
Now, we state Chaganty-Sethuram an’s theorem  for an arbitrary sequence 
of random variables. Theorem 2.2.3 below obtains an asymptotic expansion 
for the density function kn of Tn/ n  a t the point m n which is in the region 
of large deviation for Tn.
T h eo rem  2 .2 .3  (C h a g a n ty -S e th u ra m a n ) . Let {Tn,n  > 1} be a sequence 
of non-lattice random variables. Let
<f>n(z) = E (exp zT n) (2.7)
2-14
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for a complex number z . Denote the interval (—a, a) by I  and (—ai, a i) by 
I 1} where 0 <  a-i < a. Assume that <j>n{z) is nonvanishing and analytic in  
ft =  {z  : \Real(z) \ < a}. Let {m n} be a sequence of real numbers. Let
GnA*) =  ^M r ) +  i tm n -$ n { T  + H), (2.9)
for t £  I \ .  Assume that {Tn,n  >  1} satisfies the following conditions:
(V ) There exists 0  > 0 such that |^ n(z)| <  0  for z  £  ft and n >  1.
(ii ') There exist a  > 0 and rn £  I i  such that ip'n(Tn) — m n o.nd 
Tp'n{T) ^  a  ■> f or T h  an<i  f or n > l .
(H i') There exists r\ >  0 such that for any 0 <  6 < rj ,
inf Real[Gn{t)) =  min[jReaZ(G„(5)),i2eaZ(G„(-5))] (2.10)
for all n > 1, where Gn(f) =  Gn>Tn(t).
( iv ') There exist p ,l > 0 such that
(2 .11)
2-15
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Let 7 „(u) =  supaer[us — ^ „(s)] and kn be the probability density function  
o fT n[n. Then
kn{mn) = — = - 7= = = e x p ( - n 'y R(mri))[l +  0 ( l /n ) ] .  (2.12)
V 2 7 r ^ " ( r n)
The case of lattice random  vaxiables is treated in the next theorem.
T h e o re m  2 .2 .4  (C h a g a n ty -S e th u ra m a n ) . Let {Tn,n  > 1} be a sequence 
of lattice random variables taking values in the set S  =  {an+ khn : k  =  0, ± 1 , ± 2 ,. 
Define 4>n(z), ipn(z) as in  Theorem 2.2.S. Let (j>n[z) be analytic in Cl =
{z  : \Real(z)\ < a}. Let {m n = an +  knhn/n }  be a sequence o f real num ­
bers, where {fcn} is a sequence o f integers. Suppose that Conditions ( i )  and
( ii)  o f Theorem 2.2.S hold. Further, let us assume the following conditions:
(Hi*) There exists 77 >  0 such that for any 0 <  6 < r\,
inf Real{GrXt)) =mw.{Real{Gn{8)),Rea!(Gn{-8)))  (2.13)
|«n|
for n  >  1.
(iv*) There exist p ,l  >  0 such that
r .z/knsupt€I j  —z/hn +  it)
l / n
dt =  0 (n p). (2.14)
Let 7 „(zi) =  sup3eJ[«s -  VViOs)] and ^ R(rn) =  m n. Then
j jp-Pr(Tn/n  =  m n) =  - — 4= = =  
I ” 1 \ /2 j r ^ /^ ( Tn)
exp(-re7n(mn))[l +  0 [ l /n ) \ .  (2.15)
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R e m a rk  2.2.5. Condition (iv*) of Theorem 2.2.3 is an integrability con­
dition which guarantees the existence of the density function kn of Tn/n .  
Conditions (i') and (ii') together imply th a t (Tn — E(Tn)) jyJvar{Tn) con­
verges in distribution to  the s tandard normal and (Tn — E [T ^))/n  converges 
to  zero in probability. Condition (in') is satisfied for example if the charac­
teristic functions \<j>n{jn +  i t ) /<f>n{Tn) | axe concave in a neighbourhood of the 
origin. Verification of condition (iii') in examples poses some difficulties. 
In Theorem 2.2.8 we show th a t condition (iii') can be replaced by an easily 
verifiable condition (iii") and still obtain the conclusion (2.12).
R e m a rk  2.2.6. It is easy to  see th a t  Theorem 2.2.3 simplifies to Theorem
2.2.2 when Tn is taken to be the sum  of n  i.i.d. random variables.
R e m a rk  2.2.7. The proofs of Theorems 2.2.2-2.2.4 have the same pa tte rn  
and they consist of three major steps. In step 1, we use the inversion formula 
for the characteristic functions of the  conjugate distribution (see (2.26) 
for the definition of a  conjugate distribution) to  get an expression for the 
density functions fcn(mn) and vn(m n). This expression is dependent on the 
conjugate distribution. We choose the  appropriate conjugate distribution 
using a  saddle point technique. We then split the integral I n appearing 
in the inversion formula into two parts  Ini and In2 (see (2.31) below). In 
step 2, we show th a t Inl goes to  zero exponentially fast and in step 3, we 
complete the proof by showing th a t In2 =  1 +  0 ( l /n ) .
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We now sta te  and outline the proof of Chaganty-Sethuraman’s theorem 
with Condition (iii') replaced by Condition (iii")- We continue to  use the 
same notations introduced earlier.
T h e o re m  2.2.8. Assume that {Tn, n  >  1} satisfies the following condi­
tions:
( i 1)  There exists (3 > 0 such that \ipn{z)\ < {3 for z  E fi and n > 1.
(ii ') There exists a  > 0 and rn E I \  such that  ^ ( r n) =  m n and
0 ”(r ) ^  a  > f or T ^  h  and f or all n >  1 .
(Hi") Given 6  > 0 there exists 0 <  rj <  1 such that
,. <f>n{rn + it) 1/n ^lim sup sup — —r— <  rj.
n 1*|>£ Vn\Tn)




K { m n) =  = e x p ( - 7 Z 7 n(mrl))[l +  0 ( l /n ) ] . (2.18)
We will need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 2.2.8.
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L e m m a  2.2 .9 . Let 'tpn(z) be as defined in (2.8). Assume that the condition 
(i ’)  of Theorem 2.2.8 holds. Then,
^ > W I  s  <2 - 1 9 >
f o r k  >  1 and for t  £  J \ .  Let
Rnbr +  *0 =  ^n (r  + it) -  ipn{T) -  i t t f j r )  -  ^ - < ( r )  -  ^ - ^ { t ) .  (2.20) 
Then there exists 6 X >  0 such that for  |t| <  8 i and for  r  £  J x,
Proof. Since ipn is analytic in ft, we can apply Cauchy’s theorem  for 
derivatives to  get
^ ) (r) =  i L / -  (2.22)
2 m  Jc(T,a-ai) (w — r ) k+1  
for |r | <  a and for all k  >  1 where C (r ,a  — ax)={u> £ C:\r — w |= (a  — ai)} . 
We use Condition ( i ') to  obtain
W" ’W I -
s  <2-23>
for k >  1. This proves (2.19). Next, since is analytic in ft and |r | <  a , the 
following expansion is valid for all n  >  1 and |f| <  8X where 6X < (a — ax) / 2 ,
^n(r +  it) =  ^B(r) +  itrjfjr) +  ^ - 0 " ( r )  +  +  -R«(r +  **) (2-24)
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where
+ ^  
2 m  Jc(r,a-a1) (w — r )4(u; — t  —  i t )
An upper bound for Rn is given by
1
\Rn{r + i t ) \  < sup IV’n(w)! f
u & C ( r , a —a i )  J C ( r , a —iai) |co — r |4|a; -  r  — i t \
aui
2 8 t 4
* ( 2 -2 5 )
wherein we have used the relation
|(jJ — t  — it\ >  \u) — t \ — |t| = (a — ai) — |t |>  (a — a i ) / 2 . This proves the 
lemma.
Next, we outline the proof of Theorem 2 .2 .8 . The proof is given in three 
major steps.
Proof of Theorem  2 .2.8  :
Step I. Consider the conjugate distribution H n given by
. . exp(rx) ,
dHn[x) =  \  } dFn(x) (2.26)
<Pn(T)
for r €  I ,  where Fn denotes the distribution function of Tn. The charac­
teristic function (c.f.) of the distribution function (d.f.) H n is given by
<f>n(T +  it) j . From (2.17) it follows th a t <f>n{r +  i t ) /d n(T) is absolutely 
integrable. Therefore the p.d.f. of Hn exists and it is given by
i  , _ i tx )d t  (2 27)
2?r 7-oo 4>n {r) ’ v '
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and using (2.26) we get the p.d.f. of Fn as 
1 r°°
dt. (2.28)—  / <i>n{r +  it) exp(—(r +  it)x)  ■
Z i r J —oo
Thus the  p.d.f. of Tn/ n  is given by
7 i  r°°
^n(®) =  /  <l>n{T +  it) exp(—n (r  +  if)z) dt
2 7T  J —oo
r ° °
=  —  / exp(re[^n(r  +  if) — (r +  if)a;]) dt. (2.29)
2 tt •/—oo
The above equality (2.29) is valid for any t 6  J \ .  The appropriate choice 
for t is rn satisfying ^ ( r n) =  m n. Thus, we have
f t  f ° °
K ( m n) = —  exp (n[ipn(Tn +  it) -  (rn +  i t )m n])
Z ' K  J —oo
dt
n 1 /2




— 27r~J J - oo6 X 5 +  _ “ z'i mn]) dt
_  ^ ^ „ ( r „ )  j exp (n[z/>n(r„ +  it)  -  i/>„(rn) -  i tm n)) dt
+ f  exp (n[^B(r„ +  it) -  ^ „ (rn) -  itm„]) dt] , (2.31)
where 5 is any positive number less than  <5X of Lemma 2.2.9. We choose our 
8  small enough such tha t
M { 8 ) = [/38/(a -  ax)3 +  2/3S2/(a  -  ax)4] <  a / 2 .
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Thus we can write
In =  Ini +  Ini (Say).
We now show th a t I ni goes to  zero exponentially fast.
Step II. Consider,
1/2 rJ  exP (* # n (Tn +  it) -  i/in(rn) -  i tm n]) dt
(2.32)




27r 1 7 (f>n{Tn + it)<Pn{rn) dt
™Ph (r7 l 1/2 [ <i>n(Tn + it) ^
27T




























From (2.16) and (2.17) it follows tha t,
27r
1 /2
n(l-J/n) 0 ( nP)
=  0 ( n p+1/ 2) exp (—77i(n — Z)) (2.34)
where r/i = — log 77 > 0 . Thus 7nl goes to  zero exponentially fast. Next we 
will show th a t I n2 =  1 +  0 ( l / n )  in step III below.
Step III. Let us recall tha t
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In2 = j t <s exp (n[ipn (Tn +  i t )  -  4 ( r „ )  -  i tm n\) dt. (2.35)
By making a change of variable t  =  s / y / i i ,  we obtain 
11/2





From (2.24) we get,
*"'’ /• _  2 - 3








+nRn(Tn +  is  I  y/n) +  £„($)] ds
where
L n(s) =  [exp(2„) -  1 -  zn] (2.38)
and
i s 3
=  [ - 7 T = C ( r») +  n R n{jn +  i s /  y/n)\. (2.39)
O y / n
The r.h.s. of (2.37) can be w ritten as the sum  of four integrals. The 
first integral is equal to 1 +  0 (1/ 72) by Mill’s ratio  (see Feller (1968) page 
175, (1.8)). It is clear tha t the second integral is zero. In order to show
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th a t the th ird  integral is 0 { l j n )  we will use the bound in (2.21) for Rn. 





# ( r » )
27T
, exp ( —^ ^ n i ^ R n ^ n  + i s / y / n ) d ss|<Vn£ &
11/2 r S2 , ,






I 1/2 ,  s2
[a|<V^ »5 ' 2
Finally, to  show th a t the  fourth integral is also 0 ( l / n ) ,  we first get an 
upperbound for L„(s). From (2.19) and (2.21) we have for |s| <  y / n 6 ,
2 tt f  exp ( - ^ -itfH(Tn))Rn{Tn + is /y /n ) ds =  0 ( l / n ) .  (2.41)J  \ < \ / n S  Z
Zn = Z S'1




6 y/n iC '( rn) | +  n\Rn(Tn +  is /y /n )  I
£14 +
2p s4
y /n  (a — ax)3 7i(a — Ci)4
J36s2 2/362s2
(a — ax)3 (a — a i)4
=  M { S ) s 2 (2.42)
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where M [ 8 ) =  [/?<5/(a — a i)3 +  20 6 2/(a  — ax)4]. Using the inequality 
| exp(zn) - 1 -  zn\ < \zn \2 exp \zn\ and (2.42) we get
L n(s) =  | exp(zn) — 1 — z„
<  -■ f l6i — +  .* p s \ :  exp (M (6)s2). (2.43)
y / n { a - a x) 3 n(a  -  ax)4 v '
We will use the bound in (2.43) to  show th a t the fourth integral in the r.h.s.
of (2.37) is 0 ( l / n ) .
Consider,
2 0  s4
f. . ns exp(-^-C(r»)) M*) dsJ \s <\/n$ 227T J ./| | v/ 5
<
2 tt L . ^ ex p C —^ -^ n K )) exp(M(<5)s2)
/?M3 +  2 0  s4





f  exp { - ( S : - M ( 6 ) y )
J\s\<^/n6 2,
+
2 0  s4
y/n (a —a / ) 3 n(a  — oi)
ds
= 0 {l/n ) (2.44)
since we chose 6  such th a t M { 8 ) <  a /2 .  Thus, from (2.37), (2.41), (2.44) it 
follows tha t In2 =  l  +  0 (l/re ) . The proof of Theorem 2.2.8 is now complete.
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For lattice random  variables Tn we have the  following analogous theo­
rem.
T h e o re m  2.2.10. Let Tn take values in the set {an+ khn : k  =  0, ±1, ± 2 , . . . } .  
Let {m n = (an +  knk n) / n } be a sequence of real numbers where {kn} is a 
sequence of integers. Assume that conditions (i ') and (ii ') o f Theorem 
2 .2 . 8  hold and replace conditions (Hi") and ( iv ') by the following:
(iii**) Given 8  > 0, there exists 0 <  tj < 1 such that
lim sup sup
" *<!*!< x/IM
(f>n{Tn +  it) l / n
< n- (2.45)
(iv**) There exist p , l  > 0 such that
yx/IM 
sup /
TEI J —r / \ h n \ 4>n(rn )
l/r,
dt =  0 [np). (2.46)
Then,
e x p (-n 7 „(m n))[l +  0 ( l /n ) ] .  (2.47)
Proof. The proof of th is theorem is analogous to  th a t of Theorem 2.2.5 
except tha t the range of integration in (2.27) is from —x /\h n\ to ir/\hn\ 
instead of the whole real line. Hence we skip the details of this proof.
As an application to  large deviation local limit theorems for an arb itrary  
sequence of random  variables Chaganty- Sethuraman (1985) have discussed
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two examples in non-parametric theory. One of the examples deals with 
Wilcoxon signed rank statistic. We show below th a t the  Wilcoxon signed 
rank statistic satisfies our new Condition (m**).
E x a m p le  2 .2 .11 Let {X „,n  >  1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random  variables 
w ith median m. Arrange |X i|, |X2| , . . . ,  |X„| in increasing order of magni­
tude and assign ranks 1,2,....,n. The Wilcoxon signed-ranked statistic  Un 
is defined as the sum of the ranks of positive X,-’s. This statistic is used to 
test the null hypothesis H q : m  =  0 vs Hi : m  0. Let Tn = Un/n .  The 
c.f. of Tn under the null hypothesis i f 0 is given by
n




^n(z) =  ( l / n )  Y2  log[(exp(A:z/re) -I- l) /2 ], z e  C. (2.49)
k= 1
In this example verification of Conditions (i'), (ii') and (iv**) of The­
orem 2.2.10 does not pose any difficulties. The analysis in Chaganty and
Sethuraman (1985) page 26 shows tha t, there exists no and di >  0 such 
th a t for 0 <  8  <
<?n(rn +  it)
sup j. /_ ^6<\t\<ir/n I <Pn[in)
for n  >  n0. This verifies Condition (iii**). Thus all the conditions of 
Theorem 2.2.10 are satisfied. Hence, the conclusion of Theorem  2.2.10 
yields an expression for P  (Tn =  nm „).
1 In
< exp(—a 8 2 /A) (2.50)
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2.3 Large d ev iation  loca l lim it theorem s for 
ratio s ta tistics
This section deals w ith the  m ain theorems of this dissertation, namely, 
Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.12. Let {Tn, n  >  1} be an arbitrary sequence of 
random variables and {S„, n  >  1} be another arbitrary sequence of positive 
random variables. Let the two sequences be independent. Theorem 2.3.1 
obtains an asymptotic expression for the density function of R n = Tn/ S n 
at the point rn in the case where bo th  Tn and S„ are non-lattice random 
variables. The other Theorem  2.3.12 obtains similar result in the case 
where Tn is non-lattice and S n is a  lattice random  variable. We trea t the 
case where Tn and Sn both  axe lattice random variables later in Section 2.4.
Our Theorem 2.3.12 simplifies to  the result of Chaganty- Sethuraman 
(see Theorem 2.2.8) in the  case where Tn is taken to  be the sum of n  i.i.d. 
non-lattice random  variables and Sn is taken to be degenerate at n. Thus 
our theorem generalizes the  results obtained by Chaganty and Sethuraman.
The conditions of the Theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.12 are very much simplified 
when Tn and Sn are taken to  be the sums of i.i.d. random variables. These 
results are stated in Theorems 2.3.13 and 2.3.14. The conclusion of Theo­
rem 2.3.13 agrees with the heuristic result of Daniels (1954).
Like the theorems in the previous section, the theorems in this sec­
tion are also obtained under some mild and easily verifiable conditions on 
the moment generating functions 4>in and fan of Tn and Sn respectively. 
These conditions are such th a t they give bounds on the means of Tn/a n
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and Sn/a n and variances of Tn/y/a,n and S n/y/a^  which in tu rn  imply th a t 
Tn/a n converges to  zero in probability and Sn/a n, in view of (2.54), con­
verges in probability to  some positive constant. Thus by Slutsky’s theorem 
Rn =  Tn/ S n converges to  zero in probability and therefore for any rn >  0, 
the asymptotic expressions for the density function of Rn a t r„ obtained in 
this section become a  large deviation local limit theorem. We proceed with 
some notations.
Let {Tn, n  >  1} be an arbitrary  sequence of non-lattice random  variables 
and let {5„, n  >  1} be a  sequence of positive non-lattice valued random 
variables. Let the two sequences be independent. Let <j>ln and <f>2n be the 
moment generating functions of {Tr_, n  >  1} and {Sr>, n  >  1} respectively. 
Let us further assume th a t <j>i„(z) is analytic in fl i= {z  E C: \z\ <  cx} and 
(j>2 n{z) is analytic in fl2= {z  E C :  \z\ <  c2} where C denotes the  set of all 
complex numbers and ci, c2 are some positive constants. Let {cn} be a 
sequence of real numbers such th a t a„ —> oo.
Let
Let J i  =  (—61, 61), 0 <  61 <  ci and J 2 =  (—62, 62), 0 <  62 <  c2. Let {rn} be 
a bounded sequence of real numbers such tha t there exists a  sequence {rn} 
contained in J i  satisfying
for rnrn E J 2 for all n > 1. Let there exist positive constants cki and a 2
(2.51)
(2.52)
-  rni>2n( - r nTn) = 0 (2.53)
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such th a t
^ ln (7) >  a l and ^ 2n{T‘) > a 2 (2.54)
and t  G J 2 -
We now s ta te  the main theorem of this section. Theorem  2.3.1 below 
obtains a  large deviation local limit theorem for the ra tio  statistic  
Rn = Tn/ S n a t the  point rn.
T h e o re m  2 .3 .1 . Assume that the two sequences {Tn, n  > 1} and {S n, n  > 1} 
satisfy the following conditions:
(A l)  There exist 0 i < oo and fa < oo such that
I’/’inOz) \ < Pi fo r  z  G (2.55)
and
\tp2n{z) I <  /?2 fo r  z  G n 2, fo r  a l l n > l .  (2.56)
(AS) For any given S > 0, there exist 0 < rj <  1 and q > 0 such that
lim sup sup
« |i|>5




SUP + l'i))| =  0 « )  .
I*l>*
(AS) There exist p ,l  > 0 such that
■ rJ —c
sup
t E J i  oo
< h  n { r  +  i t )
4>1 n ( r )
l / a n
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Then an asymptotic expansion for the density function gn of Tn/ S n at 
the point rn is given by
(  \  _  __________ y f & n  0 2 n ( ~ r n r n )__________
M  n) + r l ^ n{ - r nrn) } \ ^
x exp(a„[0lfl(rn) +  ^2n(-r»r„)])[l +  0 ( l/a „ )] . (2.60)
The proof of this theorem  is deferred until the end of Lemma 2.3.11. We 
now make some remarks about the Conditions (A l), (A2) and (A3) of the 
above theorem.
R e m a rk  2 .3.2. Condition (A l) of Theorem 2.3.1 requires th a t ipin and 
02n be bounded uniformly in n  in a circle around the origin in the complex 
plane. In Lemma 2.3.7 we show th a t Condition(Al) implies th a t the means 
of Tn/a n and Sn/a n are bounded and the variances of Tn/ \ / a ^  and Snf  y/a/i 
are also bounded. Applying Chebyshev’s inequality we can verify tha t 
(Tn — E(Tn)) /a n —> 0 in probability and (Sn—E (S n) ) /a n —> c in probability 
for some c positive. The application of Slutsky’s theorem  shows th a t Rn = 
Tn/ S n goes to zero in probability.
R e m a rk  2 .3.3. Since |0in(vn +  it) f  <f>in(Tn) \ is the characteristic function of 
a non-lattice random  variable, for each 5 > 0 we can always find 0 <  r]n <  1 
such tha t
sup 101 n ( T n  +  i t )  /  < f> ln { T n )  l ^ "  <  V n -  
\t\>6
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Condition (A2) requires th a t the lim sup r/n =  rj < 1. We use Condition 
(A2) mainly in Lemma 2.3.9 to show th a t the term  Ini defined in (2.68) 
goes exponentially fast to  zero.
R e m a rk  2 .3 .4 . Condition (A3) guarantees the  existence of the  density 
function of Tn and permits the use of inversion formula to get an expression 
for the p.d.f. of Tn. This condition is also used to  show th a t the  term  7„i 
in (2.68) goes exponentially fast to  zero.
R e m a rk  2 .3 .5 . It is interesting to  note th a t the conclusion of the Theorem
2.3.1 remains the same if <f>ln is replaced by fa n in (2.57) and (2.59) of 
Conditions (A2) and (A3).
R e m a rk  2 .3 .6 . Selection of an appropriate sequence {r„} of real num­
bers guarantees the  existence of a saddle point (t„, 0) for the function 
Real(fan(T + it) +  f a n(—r„(r +  it)) for each n. We use this saddle point to 
get an asymptotic expression for the integral in (2.107).
We will need the following Lemmas 2.3.7 th ru  2.3.10 in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3.1. Lemma 2.3.7 obtains bounds which are independent of n 
for 'ipi'n and ip2n f°r k > l  and also for the remainder terms R ln(r + it) and 
R2n(r  +  it) defined below.
L em m a  2 .3 .7 . Let fa n and fa n be as defined in  (2.51) and (2.52). Assume  
that Condition ( A l )  of Theorem 2.3.1 holds. Then the following holds:
s u g l ^ ’M I <  - J ^ L -  (2.61)
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for j  =  1 ,2  and for k  > 1. Let
R jn{r +  it) = if jn {r +  it) -  ifjn[T) ~  {itWjn{r) -  — f - ^ ( r )  -  - ^ - ^ n ( r )w  _ H !2! °nK ’ 3!
(2.62)
for t  E Jj , j  — 1,2. Then there exists 6j < (cj — b f) /2 such that
2 B-t4
sup |R j n { 7  +  it) | <   ------ ■ (2.63)
reJj [Cj — bjj
for |£| <  6j  and for j  — 1,2.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2.9 and 
hence it is omitted.
R e m a rk  2 .3 .8 . Let sup |rn | =  r. Let 8 3 = 62/r .  Since if'2n{z) is analytic in 
0 2 the following expansion is valid for all re > 1 and \t\ < <?3 :
$ zn{ - rn{rn + it)) =  if'2n{ - r nTn) +  ( - i r nt)if'fn{ - r nTn) +   ^ ^  i>2n( - r nTn)
+ J ? ( - rn(rn +  it)) (2.64)
where
T>f M _  (-*>«0S f  ^2»MR[ rn\‘n "H it)) . . . . . .  . .27n  Jc* (w -  f - r nrn))3 (u; -  (tr i J c 2 (w -  ( - r „ rn) 3 (w -  ( - r nrB) +  irnt) dU
(2.65)
and C2 =  C[—rnrn,c 2 — b2). Therefore, for |t| <  S3 we have,
|g ( - r .(T „  +  ,-t)) |<  (2.66)
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Lemma 2.3.9 shows th a t the  term  / nl (see (2.113)) appearing in the proof 
of Theorem 2.3.1 goes exponentially fast to zero.
L em m a  2.3.9. Assume that the Conditions (A2J and (AS) of Theorem
2.S.1 are satisfied. Let
fn(z) =  + ^ 2  n{~rnz). (2.67)
Then
In  1 =
2 tt
1/2
x ^ n ( - r n { r n +  it)) dt
(2.68)
^ 2n { -rnTn)
goes exponentially fast to zero for all 8 > 0 such that 6  <  min(<5i, S2 , 83) 
where S1 and S2 are as in Lemma 2.3.7 and 8Z is as in Remark 2.S.8 .
Proof: Consider
/ m l  =
° n / " ( r n)
- , 1 /2
27T
< '«nm r n)
1 /2
^2 n{~rnTn)
^2n(“ rn K +  *'*))
V ln { -rnTn)
dt.
(2.69)
Replacing /„(r„) by i>in{rn) +  ip2n{ - r nrn) inside the integral, we get
\Inl\ <
’°n/"(T-„)l1/2 [ & n(r„ +  it) 4>2n { -rn{Tn +  it)) ^2 n { ~ r n{rn + it))
2tt J l\t\>6 4>m{rn) <j>2n { -r nrn) TpL(-rnTn)
dt
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<<
' fln /n frO j 172 I"
27r J J\t\>s







V4 «(->■»(?■« +  * ))
^ 2 n (- r n ^ )
d>ln(l~n “F i i )
l/a n
4*1 n ^ n  +  i i )
4 ln ( l 'n ) <t>in{rn)
l-l/an
dt.
Using the fact th a t ip'2n(r ) > a 2 , for r  6  J 2 and Condition (A2) we get,







dt.—  0 « )
&2 J
Finally, Condition (A3) implies th a t,
IAi| <  0(a£+9+1/2) exp(—771(c„ — /)), (2.71)
where 771= — log 7? >  0 . Hence In\ goes exponentially fast to zero.
We need the following lemma to prove Lemma 2.3.11.
L em m a 2.3.10. Let 4in and 7i>2n be as defined in (2.51) and (2.52). As­
sume that Condition (A l)  0} Theorem 2.S.1 holds.
Let




f ^ ^ 2n{ ^n(^n +  i ^ - ) )
exp [zn)  — --------^ ---------l - z n
4 L ( - r nTn)
(2.73)
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(2.70)
where
zn = { ^ W n(Tn) + f £ L w n( - r nTn) 
o v fln by/an
s s
~F OnRln(j^n ~F ® p ^ )  "I- Cn7E2n( ^n(^"n "t- 2 p 1^ ) ] -
V  1a n v /








Proof. Let <5 be as in Lemma 2.3.9. Then
d J
Q n
1/2 r - s 2
/ expf----- dn)
L2ttJ y|a|<Vap5 2
exp [zn)  —  x 1 - Zn
V 2 n { - r n T n  )
(2.76
ds.
We can w rite Qn as the  sum of four integrals as follows:
Q n  = 27r
1 /2
[  . _  eXP(^-^n)•'M<v/aP£ 2 exp((z„) -  1 -  2„)
^ 2 n ( -7'n(7-„ +  ep|=))





— I n l +  I n 2 +  -?n3+ (-SOy) (2.77)
where
I n l =
27T
1 /2
r -<s2L . ^ cexP ( ^ ~ 0  exp((2n) - l - 2n)
^ 2 n (  r n ( 7 ‘n  +








27T L . —s3|<-v/a^J Z 2^n  (  r n  ( r n  +  * / j r )  )T!>2n { -rnTn)^ -------- 1 ds (2.79)
I 'd  1 1/2 r  - s 27H dI 27T | J|a|<y,a^ 5 Z (2.80)
T< _  J-n f~
2 tv
1/2
X r— Si exp(— - ^ )  2r
V 4n ( r n (Tn +  * rA r ) )
^ d s .  (2.81) 
^ 2n {-rnTn)
The proof is completed by showing th a t rni= 0 { l j a n) for i  = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . In 
order to show th a t In\=  0 ( l / a n), we get an upper bound for (exp(z„) — 
1 — zn), by first obtaining an upperbound for zn. For |s| <  y/a^S, using 
Condition (A l) and (2.61) we get th a t
Fn <
\s\3Pi +  knl3k l3/?2 +  2 & s4 + 2 /?2r 4s4
-v /a^ (c i-6 i)3 y/a^{c2 - b 2)s a„(ci -  6x)4 an(c2 -  &2)4
^ { s ]2 /?2lr .l3dlsl2 2/?1(? V  2/32r 4d2s2
~  (ci -  h ) 3 (c2 -  b2)3 (ci -  6XY  (c2 -  62)4
/M  , 0 2 K \3 6  , 2&d2 , 2 /?2r4d2
*1 7 , \ ; t"
,(ci _& i)3 {c2 - b 2)z [ c i - h Y  (C2 -& 2)4
Using the boundedness of rn in (2.82), we get




M { 6 ) = [f t d /(c1 - 6 1)3 + /32r35/(c2 - 6 2):
+ 2 f td 2/(cx — 6x)4 +  2/32r462/ (c2 — 62)4j . (2.84)
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We choose our 6  such th a t M { 8 ) < 0 .1 / 2 . Using the simple inequality 
| exp(z„) — 1 — zn\ <  |z„|2 ex p ^rtl) we obtain,
I exp(z„) — 1  — zn \ < Is !3/?! + r3N 3/? 2
.v ^ r (c i  -  61)3 ■v/o^(c2 -  62)
2/?xS4 2/32r4s4
(2.85)
a „ (c i-& i)4 an(c2 - 6 2)4_





1/2 '  - 5 2
, (eXP(2-) -  1 -  *») i|<\/a^ 2 W2n{ rn'n)~ l  f2 t t\ J  |4 ds
1/2
. — sd  1 1/2 r
^ z \  /  . _ ,  e x P ( - ^ -  d » ) l ( e x P ( ^ . )  -  1 -  a » )  |_27rJ •/ |£|<^an£ 2
^ 2 n (-r «(r» +  Z'Z§^))
n { - r nTn)
ds
4 ,1 1/2
_27rJ J H < v^T5
/ ,  ^ eM - ^ ~ dn) exp(M (5)s2) UR- /o tf 2
Isl3/?! +  r 3|s |3/32
2/?iS4 2/?2r4s4
a„(ci -  &1)4 a„(c2 -  &2)4
,1/2
.V^ ( C1 “  6l )3 V ^ n (C2 “  ^2)3
^ 2 n (  r n {Tn +  z"^§^ ))
< —








V^T(ci -  &l)4 \/^ » (C2 “  &2)4-
(ci -  6l)3 (c2 -  &2)3
^ 2 n ( —rn (rn +
ttni-rnTn)
ds. (2 .86)
Using Taylor series expansion for ip'2n an(  ^ t i^e bounds (2.61) and (2.63) ob­
tained in Lemma 2.3.7 we can show that V,2n( r r.(Tn +  2'v^ - ) ) / ' 0 2r (  r rJr
is bounded in n. Since M ( 6 ) <  cci/2 we get th a t I'nl =  0 ( l / a n). Thus
Ihf= 0 ( 1 / a,,). (2.87)
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Next we show that I'n 2  =  0(l/an). Consider
[ .  exP (^ -< M•'|3|<v/a^5 2
L „ exp(-|-^)
'>Z(-rnTn) ,
where R ( —rn(rn +  it)) is as given in (2.65). It is easy to  see th a t the first 
integral on the right hand side of Vn2 is zero. The use of bound on '4>2n(~ rnrn) 
(see (2.61)) and the fact tha t V4n(—rnTn) >  o;2, it follows th a t the second 
integral is 0 ( 1 / an). Similarly (2.66) and the fact th a t ^ n ( ~ r n r n) >  a 2 
imply th a t the th ird  integral is 0 ( 1 / 0 -  Therefore,
1*2= 0 ( 1 / 0 -  (2-89)
Next, consider
i , < ^ exp(^ ‘i“)[
+  a nR i n ( r n +  i - p = )  +  a nR 2n( - r n (Tn +  z '- ^ = ) ) ] .  (2.90)
y j  y j  Q-n
The first two integrals on the right hand side of / / 3 are zero and the third 
and fourth integrals using (2.63) can be seen to be equal to  0 ( 1 / 0 -
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Thus
l U = 0 { l / a n). (2.91)
Lastly, consider
iu  =
1 1 / 2
27T
f  - s 2 , ,  t t n { - r n {rn +  i ^ ) )
I exp {—— dn)zn------- —  f  ds
|s| < y / a n 8  2  ?/>2 n (  ^n^n)
1/2
i l -  f
_2ttJ J\s\ < ^ 6
~~s
6XP ( ^ - rfn) ~ i s 3  J» x , *>ns36  /C T - ^ l n ( Trl)  C /^ r- ^ 2 n (  r n Th )  
O 0-n V n
5 5
“1“  ^ ^n-^2n( n^(^ "n “I” )
\/G'n. \ / 0 j.
1 -  ,V 3 ^ 2 r . ( - ^ n )
71 t   1 1 f  1\ / ^ V 2n [ - r nTn)
—r.
S2 $ 2 'n(~rnTn) | ^ ( " ^ n  ~  »rn ^ ) ds.
1 On •02n(-J'nT„) i ^ n { ~ rnTn)
IU  can be easily shown to be 0 ( l / a n). Therefore, it follows from (2.86), 
(2.88), (2.90) and (2.91) tha t Qn = 0 ( l / a n). This completes the proof of 
the lemma.
(2.92)
The next lemma shows th a t the  term  I n2 appearing in the proof of the  
main Theorem 2.3.1, (see (2.111)) is 1 +  0 ( l /a „ ) .
L em m a 2.3.11. Let f n(t) be as defined in (2.67). Assume that Conditions 
(A1)  and (A2) o f Theorem 2.3.1 hold. Let 6  be as in Lemma 2.3.10. Then
In 2 =
j  1 1/2 .
^r\ k < s  + * ) - +  »*)) 0 2 » (-r«Tn) dt
— l  +  0 ( l / a n). (2.93)
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Proof. Consider
Ira  =
a d I 1/2
^  J  exp (on [0i„(rn +  it) -  ipln(rn) +  ip2n { - r n{Tn +  it))
Making a change of variable t =  s/y/a^, we get,
(2.94)




exp a„ ^ m ( r n  +  i — p = )  -  i ’ l n i ' T n )
+ I p 2 n { - r n ( r n  +  i — = ) )  -  il>2n ( - r n Tn )
o„
(2.95)
^2 n(~rn(Tn +  *"^jf))
lt>2n ( - r nrn)
Using the Taylor’s series expansions for rpin and ip2n (see (2.62)), we get
I n  2 =
1/2 /
«/ lal
exp —an r ls 2W  +  ± r W n { - r nrn)
2 a,
d$.
25^  ?*7*^ Q
■x— ^ = ^ i" ( rB) -  — n ^ ^ ( - r „ r „ )  -  i2ln(rn +  ^ )
b O n v /  On O C nv/O n -v/ On
- i2 2n ( - r n (rn +  * -J= ))  (a ,
^ 2 n (  ^"n(^"n +  )
^2n(-»V „)
' j  i 1/2 / 2
s] L < ^ exp r f  w+r"*(-r”r”
ds
2S Z>?S3
X 6XP ^  +  f i i ^ ^ '^ - ^ T n )  +  Oni?ln(7-n +  * - = )
V ® v ® n  C„ y O „
o f t  • 5 ^  ^ 2 n (-rn(7-n +  * ^ ) )
+ 0 „ J ? 2 n (  T V i^n  +  * / ^ - ) )  ) , 1 1  (  -V ^ S .  ( 2 .9 6 )
Gn J Y2n l  ' n 'n j
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Noting th a t ^"n(rn) +  r3 tp2n(—rnrn) is dn defined in (2.72), we get th a t
In  2 = 2 7T
1/2
j - dns2exp
| < ^ «  V 2
1 -
—IS ir is 3
s s
~\~G 'n& ln[rn  “I" 2 >— ) “F ® ri-^2 n ( r n [ r n  d -  2 p ^ ) )  d" Xfn ( s )
, _ < « ( * )  +  ^ = ^ ' n( - r nrn)by  On 6 y a „
(2.97) 
ds
where dn, zn and Ln(s) are as defined in (2.72), (2.74) and (2.73) respec­
tively. The right hand side of (2.96) involves six integrals. Let us analyze 
these integrals.
The l si integral
> ]  L ^ s exp ( t - ■*•) = 1 -
=  1  +  o ( l / a n )
follows from Mill’s Ratio (see Feller (1968) page 175,(1.8)). 
The 2nd integral




* /2 * 3ir3n^ n( - r nrn)
(2.98)
y  [  -s3 exp f  dn') ds =  0. (2.99)
6y/a^ J\s\<^:s V 2 J
~ nT— [  s3exp f-^-dn^l ds =  0. (2.100)
On J\*\<y/ZZS V 2 J
For the 4 integral consider
’dn ] 1/2 /• s  /  g 2 \
771 / o„i?1n(r„ d- i —= )  exp - r - d „  ds
.2ttJ jm<v^ v 2 • y
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< i.
an
± r t  exp ( dn






-  bxy  Ju(C1
s4 exp ( ~4 ~dn I ds 
«|<v^T5 V 2 J
=  0 ( l / a n). (2 .101)
Thus 
'dn 1/2 /* 5 f - S 2/ ^  ani2ln(rn +  i-y= )  exp [ — - d n ) ds =  0 ( l / a n). (2.102)
J |sl '  ' '*27T_ la^ /^aJTJ ^J an 2
Similarly, the 5th integral can be shown to be equal to  0 ( l / a n), th a t is, 
dn
27r
1/2 '  s f - s 2 A
anR 2n{ - r n{Tn +  i —p=)) exp — - d n ds
|s|<v/^T5 V 2  ;
/J I!
=  0 ( l / a „ ) . (2.103)
The 6 tk integral
27r
1/2 r - s 2
L  «XP {— dn)L n(s)dsJ|s|<v^r5 4
is nothing bu t Qn defined by (2.76) and therefore, by Lemma 2.3.10 it is 
equal to 0 ( l / a n). Thus
In2  =  1 +  0 ( l / a n).
This completes the  proof of Lemma 2.3.11.
We now proceed with the proof of the m ain Theorem 2.3.1.
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Proof. Let Gn be the distribution function of Rn = Tn/ S n. Then
~T 1 r°°
Gn(r) =  P  <  rj =  Jo Fln(ry) dF2n(y). (2.104)
The density function, gn, of Gn is given by
9n{r) = f  y fin{ry) dF2n[y) (2.105)
J o
where f \ n is the p.d.f. of Tn.
Using the conjugate distribution technique (see (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28)), 
we get th a t
1 r°°
hn{ry) = —  (f>xn { r  +  it) e x p ( - ( r  +  i t)ry) dt (2.106)
Z7T J —oo
which is true for all r  G J\. Later we will choose r  appropriately. Substi­
tuting (2.105) in (2.104) we obtain
r oo 2 r°° 1
gn{r) =  /  y —  /  <£i4r +  i t ) e x p ( - ( r  +  it)ry )d t dF2n{y)
JO L^7T J - o o  J
=  ^  ^  +  it) y  y e x p ( - ( r  +  it)ry) dF2n(y) dt
1 r 00
=  27T i-oo +  i t ^ ' 2n( ~ r (r  + dt
d  r oo
=  ^  y_ exp(a„[^ln (r +  it) +  ^ 2n ( - K r +  it))]) ijj'2n( - r ( r  +  it)) dt.
Saddle point technique suggests th a t when r  is replaced by rn an appropriate 
choice of r  is rn where rn is such th a t
$ l»(rn) ~  r n^ „ ( - r nrn) =  0 (2.107)
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for Tn 6  J \  and rnrn £  J 2. Therefore, we have, 
a f°°
ffn(r n) = 2^ J  exp(a„[^in(rn + it) + i/>2n( - r n (rn + it))]) ^'2n{ ~ r n (rn + if)) dt
_  V ^ ^ 2n{ - rnTn) exp(an[^ ln(rn) +  Tl>2n { - r nTn)})




“n W l M  +  r ^ ' n( - r nrn)]11/2 r°° _
2  ^ J  ®^P(<zn['01n(^ n “I" it) V,ln(7ri)
+  2n { - r n{Tn +  »t)) -  ^ 2n ( - r nTn)]) ^ L  * •  (2.109)
VJ2n { - rnT'n)
Let f n[z) and dn be as defined in (2.67) and (2.72) respectively. We have,
L  = » 4 1 f 00 r rr f , j- /■ M ^ 2 n (- rn(7-n +  it))— J «PM«>W + «t) -  /»(v)l) d t
\ [  exp(a„[/„(r„ +  it) -  /n f a ) ] ) ^ 2’*^
T O *  Tp2n(-rnTn)
&n dn 
2 ir
+  [ ,  exp(on[/„(r„ +  it) -  / „ ( t„ ) ] )  
J £ <5
^ 2n.{-rn{rn + it))
dt (2 .110)
M*I<* '*  ' i ) ’2n{ - r n Tn)
where 8  is chosen such th a t 8  <  min(<5i, <52, 8S) and M { 8 ) < a i j  2 where 8±, 
S2 are as in Lemma 2.3.7 and S3 is as in Remark 2.3.8 and
M ( 8 ) = [/?i£/(ci — 61)3 +  0 2  rz8 j[c2 — b2)s
+ 2 fa 8 2 j (ci -  b, ) 4 + 2j32 r2 8 2 / (c 2 ~  b2)4] . (2.111)
Thus
In ~  Ini +  I>n2 (2 .112)
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where
^ 2n (-rn (rB +  »*)) ^
(2.113) 
and
M\ V^2n( *^n(^ n “F ft)) ^
)D ~ * U -v .)
(2.114)
Lemma 2.3.9 shows th a t the term  7nl goes exponentially fast to  zero and 
Lemma 2.3.11 shows tha t 7„2 =  1 +  0 ( l /a „ ) .
Thus
/„  =  1 + 0 ( l / a n). (2-115)
Hence the proof of the theorem is complete.
Next, we obtain similar asymptotic expression for the density function 
of ratio statistic = Tn/S n for the case where {Tn,n  >  1} is a sequence 
of non-lattice random variables and {Sn,n  >  1} is a sequence of positive 
lattice random  variables. This result is stated below in Theorem 2.3.12.
Theorem  2.3.12. Let {Tn,n  >  1} be a sequence of non-lattice random 
variables with distribution functions f in  and let {Sn, n  >  1} be a sequence 
of positive lattice random variables with distribution functions F ^ .  Let the 
two sequences {Tn,n  > 1} and {Sn,n  > 1} be independent. Let Sn take 
values in  the set S  = {an +  khn : an and hn are such that an +  khn >  0 }. 
Let ipln and ip2n be as defined in (2.51) and (2.52) respectively. Assume that 
(2.58) is satisfied for an appropriate sequence rn. Let {Tn} and {5n} further
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satisfy the Conditions (A l) , (A2) and (AS) of Theorem 2.8.1. Then, an 
asymptotic expression for the p.d.f., g2n, o fT n[S n at the point rn is given 
by
gin{rn) = CnV’2n ( - rn ^ )
[ 2 t t  O n t y i n f a i )  +  r l W n( - r nTn)}}1/ 2
exp(c„[^lTl(r„) +  ^2n(-»V»rn)])[l +  0 (l/o „ )] . (2.116)
The proof of this theorem  runs parallel to tha t of earlier Theorems 2.3.1. 
Hence, we will give first few steps of the proof of this theorem.
Proof. Let G2n be the distribution function of Tn/ S n. Then,
G s » M  =  P ( ^ < r )
= E P (.T „ < ry )P (S n = y)
y e s
= E P{S* =  y).
y€S
Therefore the p.d.f. of Tnj S n is given by
92n W  =  J 2  Vfiniry) P (Sn = y )
yes
(2.117)
=  yP(Sn = y) hn{ry). 
yes
(2.118)
Using the inversion formula for the conjugate distribution as in (2.109) we 
can get an expression for f i n(ry). Thus we have
1 TOO
yF {bn = y) ■
y e s
  r ]_ r oo
92n{r) = J 2 y p (S*  y) i r  I <£in(r +  ^ ) e x p ( - ( r  +  zt)n/)„c e .27T J-oo dt
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= f  <f>in[r + it)  y p iSn =  2/ ) ex p ( - ( r  + it)ry) dt 
27r J -oo y e S




=  - ^  /  exp(a„[^m (r +  i t )  +  n ( ~ r ( r  +  it))]) n( - r ( r  + i t ) )  d t .
Z l \  J — oo
Replacing r  by r n and r  by rn we get
a r°°
92n{rn) =  2 ^ J_  exp(Gn[^ln(rn+i't)+^2n(-r„(7-n+2t))]) ^2„(_ rn(rn+*0) dt-
(2 .120)
The rest of the proof is similar to th a t of Theorem 2.3.1. Hence
_ , r y  On^2n.{-rnTn)_________
2n n [2x an[Wn{Tn) + r lW n{ - r nTn)]YI2
X exp(cri[0ln (rn) +  ^ 2n ( - r„ rn)])[l +  0 ( l / a n)]. (2.121)
Theorems 2.3.13 and 2.3.14 below obtain asymptotic expressions for the 
density of the ratio of sums of i.i.d. random  variables. Theorem 2.3.13 deals 
with the occurance of non-lattice Tn and non-lattice Sn where as Theorem 
2.3.14 deals with the occurance of non-lattice Tn and lattice Sn. When Tn 
and Sn are sums of n  i.i.d. random  variables not only th a t the conditions of 
Theorems 2.3.13 and 2.3.14 become simpler, but, part 1 of condition (A2) 
((2.57)) is automatically satisfied. We skip the proofs of these theorems as 
they can easily be deduced from Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.12.
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T h e o re m  2.3 .13. Let { X n,n  >  1} and {Yn >  0,n  > 1} be two sequences 
of non-lattice random variables with distribution functions F2 and F2 re­
characteristic functions o f {X„, n  >  1} and {Yn >  0, n  > 1} respectively. 
Let ipi(z) =  log<f>i(z) fo r i  =  1 , 2 . Let <f>i{z) be non-vanishing and analytic 
in VI.; =  { z  E C : \z\ <  c,} for i  =  1,2. Let Ji denote the interval (—bi, 6,) 
where 0 <  6, <  ct for i  =  1,2. Further, let {rn} be a sequence o f real 
numbers such that there exists {rn} E J \ and
for rn Tn E J 2. Let there exist >  0 and a 2 >  0 such that ^ " (r)  >  ax for 
t  E J i and ip'2 (r) > a 2 fo r  r  E J 2.
Assume the following conditions:
(B l)  There exist /?,- <  oo such that
spectively. Let the two sequences be independent. Let <j>i and <j>2 denote the
iPi(Tn) ~  rn ip2 ( - r nTn) =  0 (2 .122)
\if>i{z) | <  ^  fo r  all z  E Ji fo r  i  =  1, 2. (2.123)
(B2) Given 6  > 0, there exists q > 0, such that
sup |$ > ( - rn(rn +  *0)1  =  0 {nq). (2.124)
|t|>5
(BS) There exists B  < oo such that
(2.125)
Let qin denote the probability density function of Tn/ S n where 
Tn =  X i  +  • • • +  X n and Sn = Yi +  • • • +  Yn. Then
?i»(r»)
yJni])2 { - r nTn)
[2 *r[^(r„) +  r * $ [ ( - r BrB)]]1/ 2
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x exp {n[fa(Tn) +  f a { - r nrn)]) [l +  0 (l/ra)]. (2.126)
T h eo rem  2.3 .14. Let {X n,n  >  1} be a sequence of non-lattice random 
variables with common distribution function  Fx and let {Yn >  0, n  >  1} 
be a sequence of lattice valued random variables with common distribution 
function Let the two sequnces be independent. Let fa  and fa  denote the 
characteristic functions of { X n,n  >  1} and {Yn >  0,re >  1} respectively. 
Let fa(z) be non- vanishing and analytic in  0 , = {z  £  C : \z\ <  c,} 
for i  =  1,2. Let Ji denote the interval ( - 6,-, 6,) where 0 <  b, < Ci for  
i  =  1, 2 . Further, let {r„} be a sequence of real numbers such that there 
exists {r„} £ J x, rn rn £  Jz and
(r*) “  rn i>2 { - rnTn) =  0- (2.127)
Also, let there exist a x >  0 such that fax(r) >  a i*
Assume Conditions (B l), (B2) and (BS) of Theorem 2.3.IS . Let qm
denote the probability density function o f Tn/ S n where Tn = X x H b X n
and Sn = Yx -\ b Yn. Then,
y / n f a { - r nTn)
?2n(?-„) = [27r[V»i'(r„) +  ^ " ( - r n r - ) ] ]1/ 2
x exp [n[fa{Tn) +  f a { - r nrn)]) [l +  0 ( l /n ) ] .  (2.128)
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2.4 Large deviation  loca l lim it theorem s for 
ratio sta tistics  o f la ttice  random  vari­
ables
In this section we obtain similar local limit theorems for ratio statistic 
Rn  =  Tn/ S n when
(i) Tn and Sn both  are lattice random  variables and
(ii) when Tn is lattice and Sn is non-lattice.
First, we consider case (i) where bo th  Tn and Sn are lattice random  vari­
ables. We continue to  use the same notations introduced in Section 2.3.
T h e o re m  2 .4 .1  Let {Tn,n  >  1} be a sequence of lattice random variables 
with distribution functions F in. Let Tn take values in  the set 
Si =  {an +  kh n : an and hn are real numbers and k  is an integer}. We 
assume that the two sequences are independent. Let {iSn >  0, n > 1} be a 
sequence o f positive lattice random variables taking values in the set S2 = 
{a'n + kh'n : a'n and h'n are such that a'n + kh'n >  0}. Let rn be an appropriate 
sequence o f real numbers such that there exist rn 6  J i  such that
$ 1  n(Tn) ~  rn ^ 2n(-*V ») =  0 (2.129)
for rnTn € J2, n > 1. Let a i, a 2 be positive real numbers such that
7l}in iT) > «1 >  “ 2 (2.130)
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for t  G J i and t '  E J 2- Assume that these two sequences satisfy the following 
conditions: (D l) There exist (31 < oo and /?2 <  oo such that
\^jn{z)\ < Pj fo r  z  w ith  \z\ < A j fo r  j  = 1,2 and n >  1. (2.131)
(D2) Given 6  > 0, there exists 0 <  rj < 1 such that
lim sup sup
* 5<|tI<5T/l |^
<Pin[rn +  it)
<  V-
(DS) There exist p,l >  0 such that
+  it)sup /
r S /  J-ir/\kn 4>1 n{r)
l/an
Let P„(r) =  P (T n = rS n). Then




.M ^ l n  W  +  ^ 2 n ( - J*n7-n)}.
(2.134)
x exp(an{ ^ ln (r„) +  ^ 2« (-» V b)})[1  +  0 ( l / a n)\.
Proof. Consider
P„(r) =  P (T n = rS n)
= £  P{Tn = r y )P { S n = y). (2.135)
y&?2
Using the conjugate density technique and condition (D4), we get th a t 
I h  I r*l\hn\
P {Tn = ry) = l—IL +  it) exp(—(r +  it)ry) dt. (2.136)J7T /-x/|A„|
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Substituting this in (2.134), we have,
Pn(r) = E  P(S»  =  V) r|fe” '
y£S2
\fl / |/lfj j
"2^" J - /\h i ^ ln r^  +  exp(_ (r  +  t t Y y ) dt
\h I f^ /M
=  /  /, +  ■P('S'n =  y) exp(—(r -j- it)ry) dt
Z7T J -jr /|fc „ | y e s 2
\ f o  I /•*7|fcn|
=  /  0 in ( r  +  * O 0 2 n ( - r ( r  +  * t) )d i27T ./-jr/|fcJ
I h  I /* Jf/IAn |
=  i r -  \  e x p ( a n [ i p l n ( T  + i t ) + i J j 2n ( - r ( T  +  i t ) ) } ) d t .  (2.137) 
js7T J — Tj\hn\
Replacing r by rn and r  by rn we can rewrite Pn(rn) as follows:





.^W lrS jn )  +  rtfi'lB( - r RrR)]_ 
aM n{rn) +  r ^ ' ' re( - r nrn)]
exp(a„[^ln(rn) +  rp2» ( - r Rrn)]) J n
2 tt
1/2 /-*-/|fc»i
/  , exp fon ^ m ^ n  +  t'O
-  ^ m (T -n ) +  ^ 2n ( - r „ ( r n  +  i t ) )  -  1 p 2 n { - r n T n ) } )  d t .  (2.139)






x exp(o„[^in (rB) +  ^ 2n { -r nrn)]){ 1 +  0 ( l / a n)].
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For case (ii) we have the following.
T h e o re m  2 .4 .2 . Let {Tn,n  >  1} be a sequence o f lattice random variables 
with distribution functions F\n and let {Sn >  0 , n  >  1} be a sequence of 
non-lattice random variables with distribution functions Fzn. Let Tn take 
values in the set S  =  {an + khn : an and hn are such that an + kh„ > 0 }. Let 
rn be a bounded sequence o f real numbers satisfying (2.1S8). Suppose that 
Conditions (D l) ,(D 2 )  and (DS) hold. I f  gzn is the p.d.f. o fT n/S n, then
Proof of this theorem runs parallel to the proof of the preceding theo­
rems and hence is omitted.
i.i.d. random variables.
T h e o re m  2 .4 .3 . Let {X n,n  >  1} be a sequence of independent lattice val­
ued random variables with common distribution function Fi and {Yn >
{ X n,n  >  1} and {Y n,n  >  1} be independent o f each other. Let <j>i and 
cf>2 denote the charactereistic functions of X 1 and Y1 respectively. Let Ji =
-I 1 /2
(2.141)
x exp(a„[i)iln(T„) +  */>2„(-r„T „)])[l +  0(l/<i„)].
Theorems 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 stated below consider cases (i) and (ii) for
0 ,n  >  1} be another sequence of independent and identically distributed 
lattice valued random variables with distribution F2 . Let the two sequences
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(—bi,bi), where 0 <  6,- <  ct- for some c,-, i  =  1 , 2 . ie f  {r„} 6e a proper 
sequence o f real numbers such that there exist rn 6  J x , >  0 and
“  rn 1P2 (~ rnTn) =  0 (2.142)
and
^i'(r) >  a x. (2.143)
Assume that { X n,n  >  1} and {Yn, n  >  1} satisfy the following conditions:
(E l). There exist Pi < oo such that
\ip-;{z) \ < Pi fo r  all z  €  J i f o r i  =  1 ,2 .  
(E2 ). There exists B  < oo sucn that
(f>i(r + it)rx/\h\
sup /
J-5r/|/i| M t )
dt < B .
(2.144)
(2.145)
Let Tn — X i  +  • • • +  X n and Sn — Yj +  • • • +  Yn. Then
11/2
. M ^ 'K )  +  r l^ i-T n T n )} .
(2.146)
exp(n[^x(r„) +  -ib2 ( - r nTn)))[l +  0 {ljn )\.
T h e o re m  2 .4 .4  £ei { X n,n  >  1} 6e a sequence of independent and iden­
tically distributed lattice valued random variables with distribution function  
Fi. Let {Yn >  0 ,n  >  1} be another sequence of non-lattice and indepen­
dent random variables with common distribution function F2. Assume that
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the two sequences satisfy the conditions o f Theorem 2 .4 .S. The probability 
density function  g2n o fT njS n is given by
2 tt{^i (r„) +  r ^ " ( - r nrn)}
1/2
x exp(n[^i(r„) +  ^ 2(—r„rn)])[l +  0 ( l /n ) ] .  (2.147)
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2.5 A pplications
In this section we present a  number of examples to illustrate large deviation 
local limit theorems for the ratio statistic Rn = T„/Sn obtained in Sections 
2.3 and 2.4. Our examples cover all the four combinations of non- lattice 
and lattice cases for Tn and Sn- One should note th a t in all these examples 
the exact density does not have a closed form, however our theorems provide 
a  simple asymptotic expressions. These examples clearly demonstrate the 
wide applicability of our theorems. To simplify m atters in all the examples 
we choose Tn and Sn to  be the sum of n  i.i.d. random  variables. The 
first Example 2.5.1 considers the case of non-lattice for both  Tn and Sn. 
In this example we choose Tn to  be the sum of n  i.i.d. iV(0 , 1) random 
variables and Sn to  be the  sum of n  i.i.d. x 2 random  variables with one 
degree of freedom. We verify easily all the conditions of Theorem 2.3.13. 
Thus the conclusion (2.125) of Theorem 2.3.13 yields a  simple expression 
for the density of the random  variable which is the ra tio  of N  (o, n) and x 2 
w ith n  degrees of freedom. The second Example 2.5.2 considers the case of 
non-lattice for Tn and lattice for Sn- Here we choose Tn to  be the same as 
in Example 2.5.1 bu t Sn is chosen to be the sum of n  i.i.d. Poisson random 
variables with mean equal to  1 . Proceeding as in Example 2.5.1 we can 
easily verify th a t all the conditions (B l), (B2) and (B3) of Theorem 2.3.14 
are satisfied. Thus we obtain in (2.153) an asym ptotic expression for the 
density of the ratio statistic  N ( 0 , n) over Poisson (n) a t a  suitable point rn. 
In the third Example 2.5.3 we consider the case of lattice random variables 
Tn and 5„. We chose bo th  Tn and Sn to be the sum of n  independent Poisson
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random variables each w ith means Ai and A2 respectively. As mentioned
earlier the probability mass function of Tn/S n can only be w ritten as an 
infinite series and does no t have a closed form. However, we easily verify 
all the conditions of Theorem  2.4.3 and thus we obtain a simple closed form 
asymptotic expression for the probability mass function of Tn/ S n.
Finally we obtain an approximation for the density function of consider 
the F  statistic w ith n  degrees of freedom for both  the num erator and de­
nominator. We assume th a t n  is large. In this case we show th a t our 
approximation for the density agrees with the exact expression except for 
the normalizing constant. However, we show that the ratio of two constants 
converges to  one as n  —> co, directly instead of appealing to  Theorem 2.3.13.
E x am p le  2 .5.1. Let { X n,n  >  1} be a sequence of independent normal 
random variables w ith m ean 0 and variance 1. Let {Yn,n  >  1} be a  se­
quence of independent random  variables with common distribution function 
X2 with one degree of freedom. The c.f. of X i  is given by <Pi{z) = e*2/ 2 
and that of Yi is given by (f>2(2:) =  (1 — 2z ) ' 1/ 2 for \z\ <  1/2. Let rn be a 
bounded sequence of real numbers such th a t 0 <  r  <  rn < r . Let
Let 61 =  (—1 +  \ / l  -f 8 r 2) / 2 r  and cx =  2 b1. Further, let
(—1 +  v T - i-8 r2)/4  <  62 <  m in{ (—1 +  V l +  8 r2) / 2 , 1/ 2} and c2 =  1/ 2 .
We now verify all the conditions of Theorem 2.3.13.
Condition (B l). Let /?! =  cf and /?2 =  \/[log4]2 +  47r2. Then
(2.148)
\ M z )\ = <  Pi* f ° r M <  ci (2.149)
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and
\ M Z)\ =  I log(l -  2z)| <  02, fo r  \z\ < 1/2. (2.150)
Condition (B2). Let 8  >  0 . Then
1
sup |^ i ( - r n(rn +  ti)) | =  sup
Ii|>5 |t|>5
=  sup
[1 -  2 ( - r n(rn +  **))]
l*l>* ^ /(l +  2rnrn) 2 +  4 r* i2
<  9
<  oo (2.151)
where q =  supn qn and qn = l / y ( l  +  2rrn) 2 +  4r2 62.
Condition (B3). This condition is trivially satisfied.
Thus we have verified all the  conditions of Theorem 2.3.13. An asymp­
totic expression for the density function of R n = Tn/ S n where Tn =  X x +  
 r  X n and Sn =  Yx -1 i- Yn is given by
fc n O n O  =  [2 l ( t  +  2r " l n) 2]l/2 ^  ( " f )  [1 +  0 ( l / 7 i ) ] - (2,152)
E x a m p le  2.5.2. Let { X n,n  >  1} be a sequence of independent random 
variables with common distribution function iV(0, l) . Let {Yn, n  >  1} be a 
sequence of Poisson random  variables w ith param eter A =  1 . Let 4>i{z) = 
e*2! 2 and 4>2 {z) =  We choose c,- >  0 such th a t is non-vanishing
and analytic in f2,- = {z £  C:\z\ < c,}, for i =  1 , 2 . Let J,- =  (—
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0 <  bi < Ci for i =  1 ,2 . We choose b\s in such a fashion so th a t for a 
bounded sequence rn we can always find rn E J x satisfying
Tn er"r" =  rn (2.153)
and r nTn E J i. In this example we can easily verify Conditions (B l), (B2) 
and (B3) of Theorem 2.3.14. Thus the density function qin of Tn/ S n a t the 
point rn is given by
. . y/ne~ rnTn . r2eT" +  r 2 — 2 , . r . , .. .
92n(rn) =  [2w[l +  r^e~r"rn]]x/ 2 eXp(re[ 2--------])[l +  ° {1,n)] (2‘154)
E x a m p le  2.5.3. Let {X n,n  > 1} be a sequence of Poisson random vari­
ables w ith param eter Ax. Let {Yn,n  > 1} be another sequence of Pois­
son random  variables w ith param eter A2. Let Tn = X i + ■ ■ • +  X n and 
Sn = Y\ +  • • • +  Yn. Then <j>i{z) =  eA,'(e' _1l and = A,-(ez — l)  for
1 = 1,2. Note th a t (f>i{z) and <$>i{z) are analytic in all the complex plane
C. Let J-: =  (—bi,bi) for 0 <  6,- <  c,- for i =  1 , 2 . Let us choose a bounded 
sequence of real numbers {rn} such th a t 0 <  r  < r n < r  and there exist T’n s  
satisfying
 log rn +  log A2 — log Ai ,n i r r ,
(r» + l) ■ (2’155)
Let 6i =  2logr +  logA2 — logA i/(r +  1) and ci =  26i. Let &2 =  l o g r +  
log A2 —log Ax and c2 =  262. W ith a i =  Axr’ri^ 2/2 |r|A 2^ +1  ^we have r ) =  
Ax eT > ax- We now proceed to  verify all the conditions of Theorem 2.4.3. 
Condition (E l). Let Pi = 2Aj (ec +  I )2 for i  =  1,2. For this /?,• it is easy to 
check th a t \z\ <  c,- implies \^i{z) \ < Pi for i =  1 , 2 .
Condition (E2) is trivially satisfied.
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Thus from Theorem 2.4.3 we can write an asymptotic expression for 
93n(r„) =  P (T n = rSn) which is given by
x e x p ^ A ^ e 7" -  1) +  A2(e_rT" -  1)] [l +  0 (l/n )].(2 .156)
Let Fntn denote the F  statistic  w ith n, n  degrees of freedom. In the next 
example we compare, for large values of n, exact density of FniTl statistic 
with the asymptotic expression of the density given by (2.60).
E x am p le  2 .5 .4 . Let Tn and S n be the sums of n i.i.d. x 2 random  variables 
with one degree of freedom. The c.f. of Tn is given by =  ( l  — 2z) - n / 2 
and tha t of S n is given by <£2(z) =  (1 — 2 z)~n!2. Both d>i(z) and <£2(z) are 
analytic and non-vanishing in f2 =  {z  G C : \z\ < 1/ 2}. Let J,- =  (— 
for 0 <  bi < 1/2. We now briefly verify conditions of Theorem 2.3.13.
Condition (A l). Let /?,• =  ^/[log4]2 +  47r2 for i =  1 , 2 . Then for \z\ < 1 /2  
it follows th a t, | <  /?,- for i =  1 , 2 .
Condition (A2). This is verified as in Example 2.5.1.
Condition (A3). Consider
<f>i [r + it] 1 - 2  T
(1 -  2 (t +  it))
(1 -  2r ) 1/ 2 
[(1 — 2 r) 2 -1- 4t2]1/4’
(2.157)
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Thus
sup
t£J xrJ — c + it)M t ) dt = r  v.- -■ iJ-oo [(1 — 2r) 2 +  4t2]1/ 4 dt00 (1  -  27-) 1/ 2
=  s u p ( l - 2 r ) 1/ 2 r  
t 6Ji J —oo [ ( l - 2 r ) 2 + 4 t 2]1/4
(it
<  \ / 2  7r. (2.158)
Thus we have verified all the conditions of Theorem 2.3.13 and we now 
apply the same theorem (see (2.60)). On simplification of the num erator 
and denominator in the expression (2.60) we get
72,1/2 2» -l /2 r */2- l
9 x » ( r„ )  = (2.159)
( r „  +  l ) n
where {rn} is an appropriate sequence of real numbers. The exact density 
of the ratio Tn[ Sn a t point r  is given by
/ ( r n |re,7i) =  — -
{ n -  1)! i j  2-1
(2.160)
( f - l ) ! ( f - l ) ! ( r n  +  l ) * -
On comparing (2.159) and (2.160) we see tha t both the expressions agree 
except for a constant. We can use Stirling’s formula and show th a t the 
ratio of the two constants occurring in (2.159) and (2.160) tends to  1 as
n oo.
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C hapter 3 
Large deviation  local lim it 
theorem s for random  vectors
In this chapter we shall extend the  local limit theorems for ratio statistics 
of random variables in Chapter 2 to  random  vectors. We begin w ith a few 
definitions and notations.
3.1 D efin itions and  Prelim inaries.
We denote the k-dimensional complex plane by Ck. The points in Ck
are denoted by 2 =  (21, 22, ••• , z k) where 2, G C, i =  1,2, •••,/b. E
a  =  (a i, a 2, • ■ ■, a k) is a fc-dimensional vector with nonnegative integer 
components, we shall use the following abbrevations:
2“ =  2 j x 2 “2 • • • z l k (3.1)
dz =  dz-L dz2 • • • dzk (3.2)
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<  Z 1 £ > — Zl€l +  Z2 ^ 2 H H zktk (3.3)
for all z,  f  6  Ck .
|a | =  | a! | +  \a2\-I (3.4)
When /  is a complex valued function defined on Ck and i, j ,  I are 
positive integers we write
dZidZj '
* W M  =  m { z )dzi dzj dzi ’ 
and
Z?H/(s)D * f(z )  =
d z i 1 <^22 • ’ • dzT  '
D efin itio n  3 .1 .1 . A polydisc s(z, r) of radius r =  ( r i ,r 2, - - - , r*) around a 
point 2 is defined as
s ( z ,r ) = s ( z 1 , r 1) x s(z2 ,r 2) X ••• x s(zk,r k) (3.5)
where s ^ - ,  r,-)=[z! G C: |z? — z,-| <  r,-] for i — 1 , 2 , - ■ ■ ,k .
D efin itio n  3.1.2. A closed polydisc s[z,r)  of radius r  =  (ri, r2, ■ • •, rk) 
around a point z  is defined as
s(z, r) =  s(zj_, r x) x s(z2, r2) x • • • x s f e ,  r*) (3.6)
where s(zi, t\)=[z.- £ C : \z\ — Zi\ < r,-] for i = 1 , 2 , • • •, k.
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D efin itio n  3 .1 .3 . A complex valued function /  is said to be holomorphic 
at a point zq £  Ck if in some neighbourhood of z0, it is the sum of an 
absolutely convergent power series
f ( z ) = Y  aa( z - z 0)°. (3.7)
M>o
Let (z +  relS) = (z1 +  r ^ 1, ••• , z k + rket6k) for r  =  (rx, r 2, • • • , rk) and 
0 = (6 i , 0 2 , '  • • ,0k)- The following theorem  can be found in Vladimirov 
(1966) pp. 30-31.
T h eo rem  3 .1 .4  (C au ch y ). Suppose that a function f ( z ) is holomorphic 
and that it is bounded in the closed polydisc s (zq, r) then the coefficient aa 
in the expansion of f  is given by
1 f  2?r rlv f(zn A-r
° Q = ( ^ / o  '■•/o ------ ^ -------exp (—i < 0 ,a > )  d0. (3.8)
Consequently,
(s-»)
3.2 L ocal lim it theorem s for random  vectors
Let {Tn,n  >  1} be a  sequence of non-lattice random vectors in R k and 
let {Sn > 0 , n  >  1} be a sequence of non-lattice random variables. Let us 
assume th a t S n is independent of Tn for n  >  1 . Let the moment generating 
function 4>in(z ) =  ^ (exp  < z ,T n >) of Tn be holomorphic in where 
Qi = { z  + iy  : x  £  I  = (—Ci,Ci) and y  £  R }  for some cx > 0. Let 
4>2n(z) =  E (exp (zS n)) be analytic in f l2 = {z £ C: \z\ < c2} for some
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c2 >  0 . Let C denote the  set of all complex numbers. Let =  (—61, 61), 
0 <  61 <  Ci and J 2 =  (—62, 62), 0 <  62 <  c2. Let {a„} be a sequence of real 
numbers such th a t an —*■ 0 0 .
Let
^in(z) =  —  log fo r  z  G O*. (3.10)
a n
V>2n(z) = —  log <j>2n{z), f  OT Z G fi2. (3.11)
a n
Let Vipln(z) = (Diipln(z ) ,D 2 'ipin{z),- • •, D kipln(z)) be the vector of the first 
order partial derivatives and V 2^ .n(z) denote the m atrix of second order 
partial derivatives, th a t is,
V V ir.(z) =  (Aj01»(*)) • (3.12)
The determ inant of the m atrix  V 2‘0i„(z) is denoted by |V 2i/>in(z)|.
Let dn =  V 2 (^ in(r) +  ^ 2n(— < r ,r  > )) be positive definite. Further, let 
the eigen values of dn be bounded below by a x >  0, for all r G J k and
n > 1 . Let {rn} be a sequence of vectors in R k such th a t |rjn | <  r j  < 00
for j  = 1, • • •, k  and n  >  1 . For this sequence rn let there exist a  sequence
{r„} in J* such th a t <  rn,rn >G J 2 and
v  {ifiln( ? n )  +  ^ 2 n ( - -  <  »n, Tn > ) )  =  0  (3.13)
and
^ 2» ( -  <  rn5 >) >  “ 2 (3.14)
for some positive constant a 2 and for all n  >  1.
We now sta te  the main theorem  of this section.
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T h e o re m  3.2 .1 . Let {Tn,n  >  1} be a sequence of random vectors in R k. 
Let {S n, n  >  1} be a sequence of random variables which is independent o f 
Tn. Assum e that Tn and Sn satisfy the following conditions:
(F l)  There exist 0i < oo and J32 < 0 0  such that
\ 4 * l n { z ) \  < /?! fo r  z e n k (3.15)
and
\4>2n { z ) \  < fa  fo r  fo r  all n >  1 .
(F2 )  Given 8  > 0 there exist 0 <  77 <  1, q >  0  such that
limsup sup
n |i|>5





SUP \i*2n{ -  < rn ,rn +  it  > )| =  0 « ) .
(FS) There exist p ,l > 0 such that
/OO 
- 0 °







Then, an asymptotic expansion for the density function gn of Tn/ S n at the 
point rn is given by,
7*/2 N,L '  - - -a  ( r  'I =  Cn (^ 2 n ( -  <  r n > Tn  > ) )  
ynVn) (2 tt)V2 |4 |l/2
(3.20)
x exp { a n [4 } l n { r n )  +  4*2n (  <  r n , T n  >)]) [1 +  0 ( l / o „ ) | .
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R e m a rk  3 .2 .3 . The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 is similar to  th a t of Theorem
2.3.1. The proof has two major steps. In the  first step the term  Inl appear­
ing in the proof of the  theorem is shown to  go to  zero exponentially fast 
and in the second step the term  Jn2 is shown to  be equal to  1 +  0 ( l/a „ ) . 
These steps are presented below as Lemmas 3.2.7 and 3.2.9 respectively. 
The proofs of these lemmas depend on lemmas 3.2.4, 3.2.8 which are also 
proved below.
L em m a  3 .2 .4 . Let 0 i„  and 0 2n be as defined in  (S. 14) and (S.15). Assume 
that Condition (F I) o f Theorem 3.2.1 holds. Let Si be any real number less 
than (ci — &i)/2. For |f| <  6i let
Rin{rn +  it) =  n(rn +  it) -  0 i„(r„) -  i  < t, V 0 te (r„) >
+ k  t  + i  J 2  <4R) *H . (3-21)
M=s
Then we have the following bound :
sup 1-Rin(rn +  tf)| <  -- - 'gl [ . (3.22)
n (Ci — OiJ4
Proof. Since rn G J (  for all re >  1 and 0 i„  is holomorphic in we can
write for |t| <  (ci — &i)/2 ,
0 in{rn +  it) =  0i„(t-„) +  i  < t, V 0 i„(t„) >  ~ t '  V 2 0i„(r„) t
-*‘ E  +  E  (3.23)
|a |=S \a \> 4
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By Cauchy’s theorem  and Condition (FI) of Theorem 3.2.1 we get the 
following bound for
|oW| < f t









< 2 |t|4 f t (3.25)(cx -  bxy
R e m a rk  3 .2 .5 . Let i22„ (r+ z t)  be as defined in (2.62). As shown in Lemma 
2.3.7 there exists 0 <  S2 <  (c2 — b2)J2 such th a t
su p |B 2„ ( r + * ) | < ^ | ^
for |i| <  8 2 and for all n  >  1 .
R e m a rk  3 .2 .6 . Let supn |rn | =  r. Let Ss = S2 /r .  Let R (z)  be the remain­
der term  in the expansion of Tp'2n(— < rn, z  >) as in (2.64). Proceeding as 
in Remark 2.3.8. we can show th a t for |f| <  S3,
2f t  < rn, t  > 3
\R {~  < r n,Tn + i t  > ) | <
(c2 - 6 2) 3 '
(3.26)
In the next lemma we show th a t the term  7nl defined in (3.29) goes to 
zero exponentially fast.
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L em m a 3.2 .7 . Assum e that the Conditions (F2) and (FS) o f Theorem 
S. 2 . 1  are satisfied. Let
and
<*» =  V (^m (rn) +  < rn,Tn >))
f \n [ z )  =  Ipm(z)  +  ^ 2 n ( -  <  Tn,Z  > ) .
(3.27)
(3.28)
Then there exists 6  >  0 such that
, 1 /2_ un |“ r  ' 1
_ (27r)K J V|4|>5
L ( ~  <  r w, r »  + » t  > )  
^ 2n ( -  <  r n,Tn >) 
goes exponentially fast to zero.
dt (3.29)
Proof. Let 8  be such th a t 5 < m in (81 , 8 2, 63) where dl5 S2 and 83 are as in 
Lemma 3.2.4, Rem ark 3.2.5 and Remark 3.2.6 respectively. Consider
11/2
/ m l  = (2 ! ) ^ ]  I\t\>6 +  ^  / » ( r n ) ] ] )
^ 2 n ( “  <  r n ,  T n  +  it  >)
<
^ 2n(~  <  rn,Tn >)
<41 W ' *
l (2 * y !\t\>s * exp([a”[ ^ ( r« + *0  -  / « w ] ] ) i
$ 2n { -  < rn, 7n + i t  > )
^2n(“  <  rn,Tn >)
dt.
Substituting for f n (rn +  it) and f n(rn) (see (3.28)), we get th a t
| / n l |  <
’<4\d* \]1/2 f <f>ln(Tn +  <f>2„ ( -  <  r n, Tn  +  it  >)■' 
1
44(M J\t\>{ < f > l n { T n )  < h n [ ~  <  T n ,  T n  > )
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2^n(- < rn ,Tn +  i t  >)








<f>in[rn +  i t ) V4n(- < rn ,Tn +  i t  >)
<t>ln{Tn) 2^n(“ < rn ,Tn >)
dt
L (2?r)
^2n(~  <  rn, rB +  It >)




k W T  _  
. M k \ w 5
<t> I n f o  +  H) I/an <fofo +  it) (1
< £ l n f o ) fa  n W
^2r»(~ <  »n,Tn +  *t >)
X
/t|>5
^ 2n ( -  <  rn,Tn >)




4 > m { r n  +  i t )
<l>ln{Tn)
f a n ( r n )
d t.
From (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) and also noting the fact tha t 





—  <>(««) „<»-*/-) J
CL 2 J R k




< 0 { a ^ g+k/2) exp (—77!(cn -  /)) (3.30)
which goes to zero exponentially fast, since 7/1 =  — log 7? >  0 .
The following lemma will be used to prove Lemma 3.2.9.
L em m a 3 .2 .8 . Let and fan be as defined in (8.14) and (8.15). Let dn 
be as in (8.27). Assume that Condition (F l) of Theorem 8 .2 . 1  holds.
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^ 2n ( - < ^ n , r n +  » ^ > )
(Zn) * L ( - < r n , r n >)
Z n (3.31)
4 =  +  « ( - < » ■ . . . »
6 VflnW=3
(3.32)
■i”®n ^ ln ( ^ n  d- i  , ) “F On R-2n ( ^  "^nj "^n "I- 3 ,  ^ )'dn \ /  d\
Then, there exists 8  >  0 such that





—  s ' d n Sexp( 
S\ < ^ s  2
)L*(s)ds =  0 ( l / o n). (3.33)
Q n  =
m i 1/2 r
.(2 *)*] h
- s 'd nSexp(  ----)
s|<v^r« 2
exp t . .  \  <  r « > T »  +  >)[z n )  , ,  r \ 1  z n
^ 2 n(“  < »-„,rB >)
ds (3.34)
for <5 >  0. The r.h.s. of the above equation can be w ritten as the  sum of 
four integrals as follows:
Qn =
K \ 1 1/2
(27r)k I exp( S^ nS) [(exp (zn) -  1 - Z n )!s|<v^T5 I
^ 2 n (  <  Tn i  Tn  +  * > )  / ^ 2 n (  <  r m  r n  +  > )  ^
^ 2 n ( -  <  r n , T n  > )  + \^  ^ 2 n ( -  <  r n ,  ^n > )
-(^n ) +  2n
^ 2 n (  <  r rn  Tn  +  > )
^2n(“  <  >)
ds
— I n i  +  In2  +  InZ  +  I n i  ( 5 OJ/)
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where
Ini = rj^ Li1/2 r(27t)*J J \s \ < ^ 6 e x P ( —~zr~~) (e x P {zn) -  1 -  zn)
^ 2 n (  <  r m  r n  +  * y / a Z  *> )
V>2n(~  <  rn,Tn >)
ds.
1^1  I ' 7'  f  c xvC S'dnS) <rn,Tn + ZJ ^ > 'i 
(2jt)*J W *  eXPl 2 ^ „ ( - < r n,rn > )
ds.
K l  ] 1/2 f  , - s ' 4 s w  ,  j
. ( S p J  i | . |< v « eXP(~ )(“ 2“) ‘iS-
7- '  _
J n4 — K j  | 1/2 r e x p ( ~ ^ " S) g, f e , (  < r ’" Tr‘ + i * k > )
J  •'I3' '  '  °. ( 270 |sJ<^ /Orj5 ^ 2»(“  <  rn,Tn >)
ds.
We complete the proof of this lemma by showing I'ni = 0 { l[ a n), i 
1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . To show th a t I„i = 0 ( l / a n), we get an upperbound for (exp (zn) 
1 -  zn).
For |s| <  -y/a^S, consider
£  flH /  +  !' ( < r - s > ) 3zn —
—i
a = 3
■ V in {~ < rn ,S > )
$ s
+an Rini^n +  i  —p=) +  An R"ln{~ <  +  i  —=  >)
V v
(3.35)
The bound on |i?2n(— <  rn,rn + it > )| given in Remark 3.2.5 yields yields
i  p m z , k l3\zn\ <
i / a h  (ci -  h ) z  y / d ^  (c2 -  i 2)3
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( 3 .3 6 )
2 ^  , 2]Sl4/32(E Jt 1r7
+
a n ( c i  — &l)4 a n ( c 2 - 6 2) 4
exp(M (d)|s|2)
M W  PzS\s l2(E*=1 r j )3 
(ci -  i j ) 3 (c2 -  &2) 3
2p162 \s\2 2/3262 \s\2{ j : U ^ y
( c i - 6 i ) 4 ( c2 - 6 2) 4
< +
, ( c i -& i) s (c2 — &2)3
2/?^* 2/?2<52 (E J=1 tv)41
( c i  — &i ) 4 ( c2 - 6 2) 4
wherein we have used the fact th a t \rjn \ <  r j  Thus we have
|z„(s)[ <  M (d ) |s |2
where
M{8) = M  ,+[ ( c x - b 1y  [c2 - b 2y
2fii62 , 2f3262 ( E ^ r j ) 41




Let us choose our 6 such th a t M {6) < cci/2 fc. Using the simple inequality, 
I exp (zn) - 1 -  zn\ < \zn \2 exp(|«„|), we obtain,
I exp (zn) — 1 — zn\ < A H H 3 A (E )=1 r7);
.a/o^ ( c x -  6X)3 ‘ y / a ^  (c2 -  b2)3+
2ft |«|4 [ 2\s\^2{T,U n)
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Consider
IKrf = K \(27r)k
1/2 /J\s\ exp(—^ ^ ) ( e x p  (zn) -  1 - z n)IsI-Ct/o^ S ' 2
^ 2n(~  <  +  i-^§= >)
ds
^ 2n ( -  <  7-„,rn >)
Substituting the bound in (4.46) in the above equation, we get
w f ]  L < ^  exp(^ £>
X &M! , k|s H'ZU'nf . 2ftl»l4---------------- 1-----—  —  T ~ n  r
\ / ^ ( ci _ 6i )3 (c2 ~ b 2)3 an(ci — bi)4
, 2 \ s \ * M Z U n y  







■02n (  > )
^2n(~ <  rn,Tn >)
exP( ~7T~~) exp(M(<5)|s|2)
A N 3 N 3& (E*=i ^ ) 3 | ________________________
[ ( c i - 6 i ) 3  (c2 -  b2)s v ^ ( ci - &i )4
2/?i|s|
2 M 4/?2 ( £ * L i  r j ) 4 l 2 ^ 2* ( -  <  r n , *  +  ^  > )
\/a ^(c2 -  &2)4 
Since k (s 's ) >  |s |2, we have
^2n(- < rn,Tn >)
ds. (3.41)
/Xil <  - L(2^] U ,  eXP(“ “ 1 f  +
s's
f f t |s p  l ^ & g j L i r j ) 3 2/?1|s |4 
l ( c i - 6i) 3 (c2 — b2)3 + ^ { ^ - h Y
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2N4/?2(E*L1r7)412 
v/ o^ ( c2 - 6 2)4 J
^ 2  n (  <  r f«  Th  +  Z\ / ^ r  -> ) 





L(c i - 6 i ) 3 (c2 - 6 2) 3 V ^ ( c i - 6 i )4
2 <  rn»rn +  * ' ^  >)
^ 2n(~  < r n,Tn >) 
Proceeding as in the univariate case we can show th a t
V ^ ( c 2 -  b 2 ) 4
ds. (3.43)
l ^ 2 n ( -  <  r n , T „  +  i i  > ) M » ( -  <  r n > r »  > ) l
is bounded in n. Since M(<5) <  cki/2k, the inequality (3.45) shows th a t 
In i= 0 ( 1 /On). Next consider,
^ 2 n ( — ^  r n> Tn  +  ^ 0IIA = ' T i
L
(27r)fc
k l i 1/! 
LMM
- s 'd ns 
, exp(— — )a|<,/a^ <5 2
, - s 'd ns 
exp( -  )
jsKvarT* ^
^ 2  n ( ~ < r n , T n > )
j  < r n , S >  l f > 2 n ( ~  <  r n , T n  > )  
an Vl n( ~ < r n,Tn >)
1 ds
< rn,s  > 2 Ip2n ( -  < rn,Tn >) -R(< rn,Tn +  ^  >)
an i >2n( ~ < r n,Tn >) 1p2n(- < rn,Tn >)
ds. (3.44)
It is easy to see th a t the first integral on the right hand side of Ih2 is zero, 
second integral is 0 ( 1 /an). We can use the bound on |R (<  rn, rn +  i j -  > )| 
(see Remark 3.2.6) to show that the th ird  integral is 0 ( 1 /an).
Therefore
I'n2 =  0 ( l/a „ ) . (3.45)
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Now, consider




- J =  E  °Ln) 5“ +  " ^ 2n ( -  <  r *» Tn > )
a n  l „ l=s
. s  dns . 
, ^  exP( 9 )a|<v/a^S 2
i < r n,s  > J
cr 3 6  y/a^
s s
+an R in{rn +  i —— ) +  an R 2n{ -  < rn, rn +  i ——  >)
(3.46) 
ds.
The first two integrals on the right hand side of IJ& are zero. We use the 
bounds on R Xn{r+ it) and i22n( r + i t ) ,  obtained in Lemma 3.2.4 and Remark 
3.2.5, to  show th a t the third and fourth integrals are 0 ( l / c n).
Thus
l U = 0 { l f a n). (3.47)
Lastly, consider
w 11/2T> —  J-n4 ~ \dn\ f(27r) * J
s'dnS , $ » ( -  <  rn,7-n +  * -|=  >)





- s 'd ns 
exP(— ^— ) —  V  c (rITT 2-* a  
° n  l« | =3
* <  r n , s  > ‘ . s
  ^ 2n (~  <  r »» > )  +  an R ln {Tn +  * - r = )6  y/an J a n
+an R2n{— <  + 1 - 7=  >)/Ci
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1 _  i  < rn,s  >  ^ 2n ( -  <  rn,-rra >) _  <  rn, s > 2 ( -  <  rn,r n >)
“4*2n( ^  r n i^ n  ->) 4J2n{. ^  ^ n i^ n  ^>)
ds.
^ 2»(“  <  rn>rn > ) .
Using the argument similar to  the univariate case the term  I'n± can be easily 
verified to be equal to < 9(l/an). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.6.
The next lemma shows th a t the term  / n2 appearing in the  proof of the 
main theorem is 1 +  0 ( l / a n).
L em m a  3 .2 .9  Let f n(t) be as defined in (S.SI). Let 8 >  0  as in  Lemma 
S.2.8. Then
■ <  K P 1/2
1*2 = (27r)* 1 f  e x p (M /„ ( r„  + it) -  /„(r„))]) <  r - T" +  '* >} dtJ J \ t \ < S  < r n , T n > )
— 1 +  0 ( l / a n).
Proof. Consider
\j  n i /2
(3.48)
£ i t  I j 1/^
^ p - j  J lt]<s eXP K  [^ln(7-n +  i t )  ~  „(rB)
(3.49)
+ f c n ( -  <  r„, rB +  it >) -  02» ( -  <  rn, r B >)]) + it >) ^
V2nl Tn)Tn
By making a change of variable t = s /y fa ^ , we have,
-f«2 —
14! , 1 /2
_(2 tr)' / exp an . s•4>in{rn  +  i — = z )  -  il>in ( r n )\  Q'n
. $
+ 4>2» ( -  <  rn, rn +  i - ^ =  >) -  ^ 2n ( -  < rn, rn >)
(3.50)
^ 2n(“  <  Tn,rn + i-f=  >)
^ 2 n ( -  <  r B j r B > )
ds.
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For js| <  y/a^. 6, we use Taylor’s series for 0 ln and ^ 2n to get
Ira =  7f e L l  f    exp f —an s 'V 20 lri(rn)s(27r) J v L2an
+ < f"* > fe(- < >) - 7-75= E 4",*a2a On v/aiT |a |_3
'~ ^ rn ,y  <  rn ’Tn “  •Rl"(7V* +  Z'^ = )oan y/an y/on'
- -^ 2n ( -  <  rn,Tn +  i ——= >)
(3.51)
^2n{~ < rn,Tn >)
ds.
We note th a t s 'V 2 ^ i„ (rn)s+  <  rn,s  > 2 $> '„(- <  rn,rn >) =  s'd„s. Thus 
we have,
M  = M(27r)*
1 /2
1s\<y/aZ6 exP( exp [ — 2=  ^  a<a ] s °a =3
K r n,s >
f. /  V*2nC ^  r m T n  > )  +  Q,n R \ n {jn  d" * 7 = )
6 V a * v /a^
„ , . S A i>2n{~ <  r n,Tn +  >)
+anR 2n( -  < rn, rn +  i ——  > )  — ------------- ^ ---- ds







*|<V5T« 2 i - 4 = E 4 “>*‘|a |=3
t < rn,s  > v
- £ *}==---- ^ 2n ( -  <  rn, ^  >) +  a* R ln(Tn + { - — )
o v  n y an
~\~&nR2n[ ^  Tn,Tn +  %   > ) -(- _Z/n(s)la. ds (3.52)
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where dn, L n(s) and 2„(s) are as defined in (3.30), (3.35) and (3.36) re­
spectively. The right hand side of (3.56) involves six integrals. The 1st 
integral is 1 +  o (l/o „ ). Trivially, 2nd and 3rd integrals are equal to  zero. 
In order to  show th a t the 4th integral is 1 +  0 ( l / a n), we use the bound on 
R\n (^ "n +  * given in Lemma 3.2.4. Thus
an Rin{rn +  t - p = )  exp(— ds 
v/fl" 2
< ar,
f k i  r
l ( 2 * ) ‘ J
K  | 1
n . ( 2 0 * J




f  f - s 'd ns
, ^ ® c p ( — 5— ) R ln{rn +  *—7= )/oT ds
(ci
2f t  f
-  &1 ) 4 h . Is !4 exP ( - ^ )  dsS\<y/OnO L
=  0 ( l / a „ ) . (3.53)
thSimilarly, the 5th integral can be shown to be equal to  0 ( l / a n). The 6 ; 
integral, [|dn|/(27r)fc] 1/ S\3\ < ^ s  L n(s) e x p (-s 'd ns/2 ) ds is Q*n defined in 





L n(s) exp( S *nS) ds ----- 0 ( l / o n). (3.54)J,
Thus
In  2 — 1 +  0 ( 1 / an).
We now proceed w ith the proof of main Theorem.
Proof. Let Gn be the distribution function of R n =  Tn/S n. Then, for
r =  (r i,r2, - - - , n )
G„(r) =  P r \ ^ - <  r i . . . . , ^ < r 4
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=  [  P r  [Tin <  rxy, . . . , ! * „ <  rky\ dF2n(y)
J  0
T O O
=  /  Fln{ry)dF2n{y). (3.55)
J  o
The density function gn of Gn is given by
roo
9n{r) =  / ykf i n{ry) dF2n(y) (3.56)Jo
where f ln is the p.d.f. of Tn.
Using the conjugate distribution technique, we get,
f\n{ry) =  4>in{T +  it) exp ( -  < r y ,r  + it  >) dt. (3.57)
Therefore,
9n^  = Jo ^  ^ r ]  Jr >= ^ ln^T +  6XP < r y ’T + {t >) dt dFzn{y)
JtvI Jri l^n^T + Jo yk exp < r y >T + >) dF2n(y) dt
= JRk <t>!n(r  +  *0 Jo yk exp ( -  < r y , T  + it  >) dF2n(y) dt
=  j Rk 01«(r +  it) <f>2n { -  < r , T  + it  >) dt
£ ] Jrt exp^ + ^ + ^ ~< r,r+ lt ^  <
We now replace r  by rn and r  by rn to get
Sn(rn) =  JRk exp (an [^i„(rB +  it) +  ^ 2» ( -  <  r„, r„ +  *i >)])
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, t +  it >) dt.
X ^ 2 n ( -  <  rn, Tn +  H > )  dt
k' 2 i ’,2 n ( - < r n,rn >)a.
where
I n  =
.2 t t
ak I d II1/2 r
^ 2 ^ *  J  JRk e X P  ( a n f a ^ l » ( 7 V* +  —  V ’ l n ( T ' n )
\dn\W
(3.58)
exp(an[V>i„(7-n) +  ^ 2» ( -  <  rn,r n >)]) I n
(3.59)
+ * » ( -  < r „ , r „ +  it >) -  * „ ( -  <  r„, r„ >)]) < r„ ,T „  +  it > ) ^
^ 2n ( -  <  rn , r n >)
Writing 0 in (i) and ^ 2«(i ) in terms of f n(t) (see (3.31)) we get,
=
a n  K |
(27r);
1/2
L  +«> -  / . m d  *
K  K i r  
I (2 *)' ] [4 , « p w w .c * - - + *>  -  / . w d  <  £ *  >)>} *
+ f  + ft) -  /.(rJD dt
‘ ' " ' ^ 2n(~ <  r„,7-„ >)
where 5 is chosen such th a t 8 =  min((5i,&,^s) and M(<5) <  ct1/2A: for M {6) 
in (3.45). Thus
In  =  In i  +  In2 (3.61)
where
(3.60)
/rn = °n K l l27Tk
-| 1 /2
J /t|>* 6XP (a r» [/n (fn+«* ) “  f n  (r„) ]) dt
4>2n(~ <  >".» ?>» +  ** >)
^ 2n(“  < 7-n,Tn > )
(3.62)
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and
_  [a* |dn | 
ln2 -  ~oZiT~ [  exp ( a n [ f n { T n + i t ) - f n ( T n ) } )
<  r n , T n  +  i t  > )
^2n( fnj^n ^ 0
(3.63)
Lemma 3.2.7 shows th a t the term  / nl goes exponentially fast to  zero and 
Lemma 3.2.9 shows th a t / „ 2 =  1 +  0 ( l / a n). Thus
This completes the proof of the  theorem.
Theorem 3.2.10 stated  below is analogous to  Theorem 3.2.1 except th a t 
in Theorem 3.2.10 we take the components of Tn and Sn to be sums of n
i.i.d. random variables, particular case of Theorem 3.2.1.
T h e o re m  3 .2 .10 Let { X n, n  >  1} be a sequence of non-lattice i.i.d. ran­
dom vectors in R k with distribution function Fx and m.g.f. <f)X. L e t{Y n,n >  1} 
be another sequence o f non- lattice, positive random variables with distri­
bution function F2 and m.g.f. fa . We assume that Y /s  are independent o f 
the components o f X'ns. Let fa  and fa  be analytic and non-vanishing in  fi* 
and fi2 respectively, where fi,- =  {z  £  C : \z\ < c,-} for c,- >  0 , i =  1 , 2 . Let
fo r i  =  1,2. Let J x =  0 <  bx < c 1 and J 2 = (~b2,b2), 0 < b 2 < c2.
Let {a„} be a sequence o f real numbers such that an —» oo.
Let V fa (z )  = (D iip i(z),D 2fa ( z ) , - ■ ■ ,D kfa (z)) be the vector o f the first
I n — 1 +  0 ( 1 /an). (3.64)
order partial derivatives and V 24 (2) denote the matrix of second order 
partial derivatives, that is,
V 2fa (z )  = (D{jf a ( z ) ) . (3.65)
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The determinant of the matrix V 2^i(z) is denoted by \V2'ij)1(z)\.
Let dn =  V 2 (^ i( t)  +  < r ,r  >)) be positive definite. Further, let the
eigen values of dn be bounded below by aci > 0, for all r G J k and n >  1. 
Let {rn} be a sequence o f vectors in R k such that |ryn| <  rj for j  = ! , ••• ,&
and n >  1. For this sequence rn let there exist a sequence {rn} in J k such
that < rn, Tn >G J 2
V {4>i{rn) +  ^ 2( -  <  rn,rn >)) =  0 (3.66)
and
< r n,rn >) > a 2 (3.67)
where a 2 > 0  and n > 1 .
Let us assume the following conditions on the moment generating func­
tions <f>i and (f>2 •
(F ll)  There exist oo and j32 < oo such that
\tfi{z)\ < /?! fo r  z  G fl* (3.68)
and
|^ 2(z)| <  /?2 fo r  z  G n 2. (3.69)
(F12) Given 6 > 0, f/iere ern'sts q >  0 sucA that
sup ( -  <  +  it > )| =  0 (n g). (3.70)
(FIS) There exists B± < 00 such that
sup r
r € j k  J - CO
<£i(r +  rt)
^ i( r )
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(F12) Given 6 > 0 , there exists q > 0 such that
sup I0 J ( -  <  rn, rn + it  > ) | =  0 ( n q).
\t\>6
(3.70)
(F IS) There exists B \ < oo such that
4>i{r + it) l/an/ OO 
■ ° ° M t )
(3.71)
Let Tn =  X i  H h X n, Sn = Yx-I------ 1-Y n. Then an asymptotic expression
for the p.d.f. of R n = Tn/ S n at the point rn is given by,
a (r ) = <  Tn,Tn
(2 t t )* /2  1^ 11/2
(3.72)
X exp (re[0i(rn) + 0 2( -  <  rn, r B >)]) [l +  0 ( l / r a ) ] .
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3.3 Large d ev ia tion  loca l lim it theorem s for 
la ttice  random  vectors
Now we proceed to obtain similar local limit theorems for ratio statistic  
Rn =  Tn/S n where the random  vector Tn and the random variable Sn bo th  
are lattice. We continue to  use the same notations introduced in Section 
3.2.
Before we state and prove the results of this section we give below a  few 
definitions and results for lattice random  vectors.
D efin itio n  3.3.1. Consider R k as a group under vector addition. A sub­
group L  is discrete if every ball in R k has only a finite number of points of 
L  in it.
D efin itio n  3.3.2. A discrete subgroup L  is called a  lattice if there exists 
k  linearly independent vectors . . . ,  £*} such tha t
L — [£: f  =  77ix£x +  • ■ • +  integer,\fi = 1, . . . ,  k].
D efin itio n  3 .3 .3 . A random  vector X  in R k is a lattice random vector if 
there exists xq 6  R k and a la ttice such th a t P r (X  £ i 0 +  I )  = 1 .
D efin itio n  3.3.4. A random  vector X  in R k is degenerate if there exists 
a hyperplane H  = {x:< a ,x  > =  c}, where a ^  0 and c is a  constant such 
tha t P r (X  E H ) =  1 , otherwise we say th a t X  is non-degenerate.
L em m a 3.3 .5 . Let X  be a nondegenerate lattice random vector. Then there 
exists a unique lattice L 0 such that the following two properties hold:
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(i) P r{X  €  x +  L0) =  1 for all x  such that P r [X  =  x) >  0 .
(it) I f  M  is any closed subgrouph such that P r { X  €  j/o +  M )  =  1 for some 
yo €  R k, then Lq C  M .
Proof: See Bhattacharya and  R anga Rao (1976), pp. 226-227.
The lattice L 0 is called the minimal lattice for X . In w hat follows we 
shall consider only the  minimal lattice. Let <f>[t) =  Eet<t,x>, t E R k be the 
characteristic function of X .  A vector t0 6  R k is said to be a period of \<f\ 
if |<f[t +  to) 1 =  |<£(*)| f°r I £  R k-
L em m a 3.3 .6 . Let X  be a lattice random vector with characteristic func­
tion (j). The set L i o f periods o f \<j>\ is a lattice if and only if X  is nonde- 
genrate. Further, let L i = {t : < t ,£  >E  27r m  V £ 6  L , m  integer}. Let 
{n l5 . . . ,  U).} be a dual basis, that is, < £j, nji > =  0  if  j  ^  j '  and 1 if j  = j ' .
Then L \ =  {27r t d  =  m \n \  +  b m ^n^, m,- integer}.
Proof. See Bhattacharya and  Ranga Rao (1976), pp. 227-228.
This completes the  preliminaries. We now proceed with Theorem 3.3.7 
which gives an asymptotic expression for the density of the ratio statistic 
Rn = Tn/S n where {Tn,n  >  1} is a  sequence of lattice random vectors and 
{5n, n  >  1} is a sequence of lattice valued random  variables.
T h e o re m  3.3.7. Let L n be the lattice {£ : f  =  h ^ m ^ - h . .+ m kek), nu integer}, 
where {hn,n  > 1} is a sequence o f real numbers and {ei, • • • ,e*} is an or­
thonormal basis of R k. Let {Tn,n  >  1} be a sequence of nondegenrate
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lattice random vectors defined on L n with distribution functions Fln. Let 
{S n, n  >  1} be a sequence of lattice random variables taking values in the set 
S ' =  {a'n +  kh'n : a'n h'n are such tha t a'n + kh'n > 0}. Let Sn be independent 
of the components o f the vector Tn for all n  > 1 . Let rn =  (rln , • - • , r kn) be 
a sequence o f vectors in  R k such that |ry„| < r for j  =  1, ■ • •, k and n  >  1 
and r > 0 .
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied.
(H I) There exist fix < oo and (32 < oo such that
\An{z) \ < Pi fo r  z  e (3.73)
and
\ip2n{z)\ < Pi fo r z  G n 2
for n > 1 .
(H2) Given 6 > 0, there exists 0 < rj < 1 such that






(HS) There exist p, I > 0 such that
r*f\hn\
sup / <f>in{rn + it)
4>1 n ( r n)
Let Pn(rn) =  P (T n = rn Sn). Then
\hn\k
1 /a„
=  0 « ) .
P n{rn) =






x exp(cn[^ln(r„) + ^ 2n ( -  <  rn,rn >)])[! +  0 ( l / a n)].
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Proof: Consider,
P (Tn = rnSn) =  £  P (Tn = r y )P (S n = y). (3.78)
y e s ',  ry e  L n
We use the conjugate distribution technique to  obtain the probability P [T n = 
ry) and it is given by
P(Tn =  ry) =  M l  (j>ln(r +  it) e~ < ^r+it> dt (3.79)
where E n = {(ii, ■••,<*) : |ty| <  7r / |h n|}. In view of (3.82), (3.81) becomes
P(T„ =  rS„) =  • £
y € S ' ,  ry  e  L„
[  + it) e -<r“'T+it> dtJEn P ( S n =  y)
15=f]/„* .(' + *) E  P ( S «  =  y)
v J j y€S’t ry e Ln






_(27r)fc ] / ,  exp(an[V’m(7' +  it) +  2n( -  < r y ,r  + it  >)]
The saddle point allows us to  replace r  by rn when r is replaced by rn. 
Thus, we have,
P (T n = rnSn) =
dt.




I n  =
< £ ! ' ( ■ > L  + *.(- < r..r. »]) /.
f^c/2 1^  |1/2"| -
2 ^  Je " V,ln ( 7n) ~F V,2n( <  Tn +  i t  > )
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02n( ^  -'>)]) dt. (3.82)
Using the techniques similar to  the  techniques in Theorem  3.3.7, we can 
easily show th a t In =  1 +  0 { l j a n). Thus
The following Theorem 3.3.8 is a  particular case of Theorem  3.3.7 proved 
above. Here Tn is the sum of n  i.i.d. lattice valued random  vectors defined 
on the lattice L n and Sn is the sum of n  i.i.d. lattice valued random  variables 
Yn. This theorem  gives an asymptotic expression for the  density of the  ratio 
of two statistics.
T h e o re m  3 .3 .8 . Let L n be the lattice {£ : £ =  hfl(m 1e i+  -Vm^ek), m,- integer},
where {hn,n  > 1} is a sequence of real numbers and is an or­
thonormal basis of R k. Let { X n,n  >  1} be a sequence o f i.i.d. lattice 
valu ed random vectors defined on lattice L n. Let {Yn,n  >  1} be an i.i.d. 
sequence o f lattice random variables taking values in  the set S ' = {a.'n+kh'n : 
a'n h'n are such that aln +  kh'n > 0}. Let Yn be independent o f the compo­
nents o f the random vectors X n for all n > 1 . Let rn — (ri„, • • •, ?•*„) be a 
sequence o f vectors in R k such that Jryn| <  r for j  =  1 , • • •, k  and n  > 1 and 
r >  0. For this sequence {rn}, let there exist r'ns in J k such that
P{Tn =  rnSn) = \hn\k
x  exp(c„[^ln(r„) +  2„ ( -  <  r„,Tn >)]) [l +  0 (l/c„ )].
01 (y«) -  rnip'2( -  < rn,Tn >) =  0  and < rn,rn > e  J 2.
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Let vn =  V 2(^ i(r) +  >^2(— < r ,r  >)) for t E J* and <  r , r  > £  J 2. £e£ fAe 
e/gen values o f vn be bounded below by a x >  0 . Assume that the following 
conditions are satisfied.
(H ll)  There exist 0 i < oo and j32 < oo such that
and
|^ 2  ( z )  | <  # 2  / o r z  €  0 2 
(HIS) There exists B$ such that
4>i (r +  it)r T/\k\sup / 
rej£ J - x/W M t )




le t  Tn =  X x +  • • • +  and S n =  Yx +  • • • +  Yn. Let P{Tn = rnSn) = Pn{rn) . 
Then,
1/2
Pn{rn) = (27r)k n k |V 2(V»i(r) +  t/>2( -  <  r , r  >))|_
x exp(o[V»i(r) + ^ 2( -  <  r , T  >)])[! +  0 ( l / n ) ] .  (3.87)
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C hapter 4
Strong large dev iation  resu lts  
for ratio sta tistics
4.1  Introduction
Let {Tn,n  >  1} be a sequence of random  variables such th a t T n/ an —► 0 
for some sequence of real numbers an —» oo. In most examples the  prob­
ability of the event {Tn > xn} goes to  zero exponentially fast whenever 
x n = 0 (a n) and x n is positive. The event {Tn > xn} for xn positive is 
known in the literature as a large deviation event. Numerous authors in­
cluding Cramer (1938), ChemofF (1952), Ellis (1984), Varadhan (1984) have 
obtained asymptotic expressions for log P (T n > xn) under some conditions 
on the moment generating function of Tn. Bahadhur and Ranga Rao (1960) 
obtained asymptotic expression for P (T n > x n) when Tn is the sum  of n
i.i.d. random variables and x n =  0 (n ) .  Chaganty- Sethuraman coined the
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term  Weak large deviation results for the results of the former type and 
Strong large deviation results for the results of the latter type. In a recent 
paper, Chaganty-Sethuram an extended the results of Bahadhur and Ranga 
Rao (1960) to  an arbitrary sequence of random variables Tn, not neces­
sarily sums of i.i.d. random  variables. We state these results precisely in 
Theorems 4.2.2 and 4.3.2.
The purpose of this chapter is to obtain strong large deviation result 
for the ratio statistic R n = Tn/ S n, where Tn and Sn are arbitrary sequences 
of random variables. In Theorem 4.2.3, we show that Conditions (Q l) and 
(Q2) on the m.g.f.’s of Tn and S n imply Conditions (Pi) and (P2) of theorem
4.2.2 for the random variable T'n . Thus Conditions (P i) and (P2) of Theo­
rem 4.2.2 are satisfiesd for arb itrary  random variables = Tn — rnSn giving 
an asymptotic expression for P (T n/ S n >  rn) i.e. for P(T„ -  rnSn > 0). The 
case of arbitrary  lattice random  variables Tn and Sn is treated in Theorem 
4.3.3.
4.2 N on -la ttice  case
This section contains strong large deviation limit theorems for non-lattice 
random variables.
Strong large deviation theorem  for an arbitrary sequence of non- lattice 
random variables is stated below in Theorem 4.2.2.
T h e o re m  4 .2 .1  Let {W n, n > 1} be a sequence of nonlattice valued random  
variables with m.g.f.(j)n{z). Let (f>n {z ) be analytic and nonvanishing in
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VI =  { z  E C : \z\ <  c}, where c >  0. Let
Tpniz ) =  —  4>n{z)
for z  E Cl, n  >  1. Also, let
(4.1)
7 „(u) =  sup [us — V’n(s)], fo r  real u . (4.2)
M<°
Let {m n, n  >  1} be a sequence o f real numbers such that there exists a 
sequence rn satisfying ip’n (rn) =  m n and d < rn < c < cx for some positive 
numbers c and d and for all n  >  1. Assume the following conditions for
Tn.
(P I) There exists (3 < oo such that |^ n(2)| <  P f or all n  > 1, z G VI. 
(P2) There exists 6i > 0  such that
sup
| f i > 5
4 > n ( j n  +  i t )
<f>n{Tn )
= o [ - = ) (4.3)
for all 0  <  8 < 8 1.
(PS) There exists a  >  0 such that ^ " (rn) >  a  for all n  > 1 . 
Then




The following Theorem 4.2.3 generalizes Theorem 4.2.2 stated above to 
ratio statistic.
T h eo rem  4 .2 .2  Let {Tn,n  > 1} be an arbitrary sequence of nonlattice 
random variables with m.g.f. <f>in{z) =  E[exp{zTr()\ and {Sn,n  > 1} be an­
other sequence of nordattice positive random variables with m.g.f. <f>2 n [ z )  =
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E[exp(zTn)]. Assume that the two sequences are independent o f each other. 
Let <fin and <f2n be nonvanishing and analytic in the region fl = { z  E C : 
\z\ <  c}, where c >  0 and C is the set o f all complex numbers. Let {a*} be 
a sequence of real numbers such that an —> oo. Let
= —  log<fin{z), fo r  z  E fl , i =  1 , 2 .  (4.5)
Let {r„} be a positive bounded sequence of real numbers such that there 
exists Tn satisfying 0  < d < t- < c and
-  rn^2n(-r„7-n) =  0. (4.6)
Assume the following conditions for Tn and Sn:
(Q l) There exist &  <  oo such that \ifi[z)\ < /?,- for z  E fl, for i  = 1 , 2 .
(Q2) There exists Si > 0 such that
<f\ n(r« +  *<)sup
\t\>s <fl  n ( r „ )
=  o ( l / a n) (4.7)
for any 0 < 6 < 8i.
(QS) Let oli be a positive real number such that ip"n (r) >  ax. 
Then
p ( — > r n ) ~  exp(an['0 ln(rn) +  ^ 2n( - r nrn)])
^ S n  '  a n [ i p ' { n ( T n )  +  r l ^ n ( - r n T n ) \
Proof: Consider
P ( £ > r . )  =  P (T n - r nSn > 0)
=  P g > ° )  (4.9)
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where T* =  Tn — rnSn. Using the independence of Tn and Sn we get the 
follwing relationship between the m.g.f.’s of Tn, Sn and T*
( p o n i r )  =  4>in(?) 4>2n{-rr) f o r  t  e  J0 (4.10)
which implies tha t
4*0 n{z) =  lpln{z) + 1p2n ( ~ r z )  (4.11)
where <j>0n is the m.g.f. of T*, tp0n(z) =  ±  log 4>0n{z). Let *^n{u) =  sup|3|<c [us- 
^on('S)]* From Condition (<Ql) and (4.11), it follows tha t
\4*on{z)\ <  /?x + /?2- (4.12)
Thus, there exists /?0 =  /?x +  /?2 <  oo such tha t |^ 0n(z)| <  /?0. Hence
Condition (P i) of Theorem  4.2.2 is satisfied.
We have for any 0 <  8 <
sup
|J|>5
<t>0n{Tn +  H )
4*0 n i^ n )
=  sup
l*l>*




4>m{Tn +  it)
From Condition (Q2) it follows tha t
4>on{rn +  it)sup
l*l>*
4>0n{rn)
= o (l/a n). (4.13)4* On ( ^n )
Hence Condition (P2) of Theorem 4.2.2 is also satisfied. In view of 4*1n[T) > 
a.i and (4.11) Condition (P3) is easily satisfied. Thus an arbitrary  sequence 
{T * ,n  >  1} satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 4.2.2 and hence the 
conclusion of the Theorem  4.2.2 yields
r rp*
P  ( - 2 -  >  0
ex p (-an7 ; ( 0))
\/2lTTnsJa n lp0n  (  M l )
(4.14)
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which in tu rn  gives Strong large deviation result for Tn/ S n, namely,
random variables. These theorems are analogous to  the theorems for lattice 
valued random  variables of the previous section.
The next theorem provides an estim ate of P  (Tn/a n > m n) where 
{Tn, n  >  1} is a sequence of lattice valued random  variables and m n is in 
the large deviation of Tn/a n. We first introduce few notations.
Let {Tn, n  >  1} be an arbitrary sequence of lattice valued random variables 
taking values in the lattice {tn + kpn : k  =  0, ± 1 , ±2, • • •}, pn > 0. Let the 
c.f. of Tn, <Pn{z ), be analytic and nonvanishing in the region
=  {z  €  C : \z\ < cx}. Let {a„} be a sequence of real numbers such tha t 
a„ —► oo and pn =  o(v/a^). Let
be a well defined analytic function on Q. Let {mn} be a  sequence of real 
numbers such th a t there exists 0 <  rn <  <  cx satisfying $ .(r„) =  m n
and Tns/a^ —*■ oo as n  —* co. We now sta te  Theorem 4.3.2.
T h eo rem  4 .3 .1  Assume that Tn satisfies Conditions (P i)  and (PS) of 
Theorem 4-2.2 and the following Condition (P 2’):
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exp(on[^lre(rn) +  ^ 2n ( - r„ rn)])
4.3 T he L attice case
In this section we state  strong large deviation theorem  for lattice valued
(4.16)
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(P 2’)  There exists 61 > 0, suck that for  0  <  8  <
4>n{?n +  it)sup
S<\t\<T/hn
Then
P n e x p (-a rJ7 „(m n))
V ^ y / a ^ T n )  (! “  e x p (-p nrn)) 
where 7 n(m») = m nrn -  ipn(rn).
(4.17)
(4.18)
Next, we prersent Theorem 4.3.3 which provides an estim ate of the 
large deviation probability for the ratio  Tn/S n, where {Tn,n  >  1} and 
{Sn >  0, n > 1} denote the  arbitrary  sequences of random  variables. F irst 
we begin w ith few preliminaries.
Let {Tn, n  > 1} be a sequence of lattice random variables w ith distri­
bution functions F\n. Let Tn take values in the set
Si =  {a„ +  khn : an and h n are real numbers and k is an integer}. Let 
{Sn > 0, n  >  1} be a sequence of positive lattice random  variables taking 
values in the set S2 =  {a'n +  kh’n : a'n and h'n are such th a t a'n +  kh!n > 0 }. 
Let the m.g.f.’s of Tn and S n, f>ln and (f>2n, be analytic and non-vanishing 
in H =  {z  G C :\z\ < 6}. Let rn be a  positive bounded sequence of real 
numbers such th a t there exist rn such th a t 0 <  rn <  bi < b and
^ in K )  -  rn ^ 2 n { -rn‘n) = 0. (4.19)
for all n > 1.
T h e o re m  4 .3 .2  Assume that these two sequences meet the following con­
ditions: (R l)  There exist /?i <  oo and < oo such that
\Tl>jn{z)\ < (dj fo r  z  w ith  \z\ < b fo r  j  = 1 , 2  and n >  1. (4.20)
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(RS) There exists 61 > 0 such that
<f>in{rn + it)sup
S < \ t \< ir /h „ 4>in{rn) =  o (l/a n)
for any 0  <  8  < 8\ .
(RS) Let ot\ be positive real numbers such that
Then
( t - ) V to v 'o n  +  r M „ ( - r „ r „ ) j
e x p ( ° n [ V ’ln(»'n)  +  » /> !r .(-rr.f „ ) ] )
(4.21)
(4 .2 2 )
(4 .2 3 )
(1 -  exp(-fc„r„))
Proof. The proof of this theorerm  is similar to  the proof of theorem and 
hence we omit it.
4 -9 9
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